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Abstract

With the rapid development of social media and information network-based web services, data mining studies on network analysis have gained increasing attention in recent years. Many early studies focus on homogeneous network mining, with the assumption that the network nodes and links are of the same type (e.g., social networks). However, real-world data in many domains and applications are often multi-typed and interconnected, forming heterogeneous information networks. The objective of my thesis is to study effective and scalable approaches to help users explore and discover useful information and knowledge in heterogeneous information networks. I also aim to advance the principles and methodologies of mining heterogeneous information networks through these studies.

Specifically, I study and focus on entity recommendation and search related problems in heterogeneous information networks. I investigate and propose data mining methodologies to facilitate the construction of entity recommender systems and search engines for heterogeneous networks. In this thesis, I first propose to study entity recommendation problem in heterogeneous information network scope with implicit feedback. Second, I study a real-world large-scale entity recommendation application with commercial search engine user logs and a web-scale entity graph. Third, I combine text information and heterogeneous relationships between entities to study citation prediction and search problem in bibliographical networks. Fourth, I introduce a user-guided entity similarity search framework in information networks to integrate users’ guidance into entity search process, which helps alleviate entity similarity ambiguity problem in heterogeneous networks. The methodologies proposed in this thesis are critically important for information exploration in heterogeneous information networks. The principles and theoretical findings in these studies have potential impact in other information network related research fields and can be applied in a wide range of real-world applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Real-world data are often multi-typed and interconnected. Such data are often referred as heterogeneous information networks. Heterogeneous information networks have wide applications in different domains including social media, e-commerce, biology, medical care, economics and so on. Due to the ubiquity of this data structure, studies regarding mining heterogeneous information networks have been actively engaged from different perspectives.

The goal of this thesis is to study principles and methodologies to facilitate users with their information and knowledge discovery process in heterogeneous information networks. Specifically, I study entity recommendation and search related problems within the scope of heterogeneous information networks. The unique properties of this interconnected data structure bring both challenges and opportunities into these studies. The proposed methodologies and findings of this thesis not only lead to new entity recommendation and search techniques, but also can potentially impact other network related data mining tasks.

In this chapter, I first introduce the motivation and overview of this thesis in Section 1.1 and then introduce the organization of this thesis in Section 1.2.

1.1 Motivation and Overview

We live in the booming age of heterogeneous information networks. This ubiquitous data structure is often built with multi-typed entities and multi-typed relationships. Heterogeneous information networks can be extracted from different data sources or applications. For example, the DBLP network\(^a\) extracted from the computer science bibliographic database contains papers, authors, publication venues, and text information; the IMDb network\(^b\) extracted from the Internet movie
database contains movies, actors/actresses, directors and reviews; and the social media networks often contain users, pages, groups, events and other entities. These heterogeneous networks are filled with information, semantics and knowledge, which attracts the attention of researchers to study this data model from different perspectives.

Besides ubiquity, heterogeneous information networks are often large-scale. Considering the size of popular social media services or the size of multi-domain knowledge graphs like Freebase\(^c\) and DBpedia\(^d\), users may feel it is difficult to view the content of these networks. New methodologies are urgently needed to help users explore heterogeneous networks, find desired information and discover interesting knowledge. To achieve this goal, we can either actively look for content in information networks which may interest users based on their past behaviors, or we can answer queries composed by users to express their information needs. The first technique is commonly known as recommendation, while the second method is known as search. Following this paradigm, I study entity recommendation and search in heterogeneous information networks to facilitate users' information and knowledge discovery process.

Entity recommendation in heterogeneous information networks resembles previous studies in the category of network-based hybrid recommendation. Most of the previous studies in this category only consider a single relationship type, such as friendships in a social network, which limits the applications of these studies to homogeneous networks. In this thesis, I examine the entity recommendation problem in a heterogeneous information network environment. Different types of relationships, rich semantics and various attributes from the networks not only can be used to improve the recommendation quality, but also allow us to build recommender systems which can handle the data sparsity issue, recommend entities from other domains, and explain recommendation results with network information.

Entity search problems in heterogeneous information networks are related to traditional graph-based search systems. Previous studies mostly consider homogeneous graphs with labels, and these systems usually look for subgraphs which can match or partially match the given queries. Compared with search problems in homogeneous graphs, many different and novel search problems can be proposed in heterogeneous networks. In this thesis, I focus on relevant entity search in

\(^c\)http://www.freebase.com

\(^d\)http://www.dbpedia.org
heterogeneous information networks. Chapter 5 studies citation prediction problem and builds a citation search system over a bibliographic heterogeneous network. Chapter 6 introduces the similarity ambiguity problem in heterogeneous networks and proposes a two-step entity similarity search framework to answer entity similarity queries from users.

I will introduce the details of these studies along with the proposed methodologies, empirical studies and important findings in the rest of this thesis.

1.2 Thesis Organization

The first chapter introduces the problems of entity recommendation and search in heterogeneous information networks. Chapter 2 presents the preliminaries and definitions used in the later chapters. After the introduction and preliminaries, two chapters present the findings and methodologies regarding entity recommendation and two chapters introduce the studies and proposed techniques along the line of entity search.

The major contents of these studies are summarized as follows:

- **Chapter 3: Personalized Recommendation in Heterogeneous Networks [73]**. We study the entity recommendation problem in heterogeneous information networks with implicit feedback. Specifically, we propose to combine heterogeneous relationship information for each user differently and aim to provide high-quality personalized recommendation results using user implicit feedback data and personalized recommendation models. In order to take full advantage of the relationship heterogeneity in information networks, we first introduce meta-path-based latent features to represent the connectivity between users and items along different types of paths. We then define recommendation models at both global and personalized levels and use Bayesian ranking optimization techniques to estimate the proposed models.

- **Chapter 4: Recommendation with User Log and Freebase [70]**. Due to their commercial value, search engines and recommender systems have become two popular research topics in both industry and academia over the past decade. Although these two fields have been actively and extensively studied separately, researchers are beginning to realize the im-
portance of the scenarios at their intersection: providing an integrated search and information discovery user experience. In this Chapter, we study a novel application, i.e., personalized entity recommendation for search engine users, by utilizing user click log and the knowledge extracted from Freebase. To better bridge the gap between search engines and recommender systems, we first discuss important heuristics and features of the datasets. We then propose a generic, robust, and time-aware personalized recommendation framework to utilize these heuristics and features at different granularity levels. Using movie recommendation as a case study, with user click log dataset collected from a widely used commercial search engine, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed framework over other popular and state-of-the-art recommendation techniques.

- **Chapter 5: Citation Prediction in Bibliographic Networks [69]**. To reveal information hiding in link space of bibliographical networks, link analysis has been studied from different perspectives in recent years. In this work, we address a novel problem namely citation prediction, that is: given information about authors, topics, target publication venues as well as time of a certain research paper (the query paper), finding and predicting the citation relationship between the query paper and a set of previous papers. Considering the gigantic size of relevant papers, the loosely connected citation network structure as well as the highly skewed citation relation distribution, citation prediction is more challenging than other link prediction problems studied before. By building a meta-path-based prediction model on a topic discriminative search space, we here propose a two-phase citation probability learning approach, in order to predict citation relationship effectively and efficiently. Given this problem definition, one can notice that this study can be applied to build reference search engines for scientific researchers. Experiments are performed on a real-world dataset with comprehensive measurements, which demonstrate that our framework has substantial advantages over commonly used link prediction approaches in predicting citation relations in bibliographical networks.

- **Chapter 6: User-Guided Entity Similarity Search [75]**. With the emergence of web-based social and information applications, entity similarity search in information networks, aiming to find entities with high similarity to a given query entity, has gained wide attention.
However, due to the diverse semantic meanings in heterogeneous information networks, similarity measurement can be ambiguous without context. In this work, we investigate entity similarity search and the resulting ambiguity problem in heterogeneous information networks. We propose to use a meta-path-based ranking model ensemble to represent various semantic meanings for similarity queries, and exploit user-guidance to help the framework understand the query, and generate final search results with related ranking models.

After studies on entity recommendation and search are introduced, Chapter 7 presents the related works of this thesis and Chapter 8 summaries the contributions, concludes this thesis and proposes new research directions as future work.
Chapter 2

Background and Preliminaries

We discuss the background and preliminaries of heterogeneous information network analysis and mining in this chapter.

2.1 Information Network

A heterogeneous information network is a directed graph, which contains multiple types of entities and/or links. We first introduce the definitions of information network and network schema as defined in [58].

Definition 2.1 (Information Network) An information network is defined as a directed graph $G = (V, E)$ with an entity type mapping function $\phi : V \rightarrow A$ and a link type mapping function $\psi : E \rightarrow R$, where each entity $v \in V$ belongs to one particular entity type $\phi(v) \in A$, and each link $e \in E$ belongs to a particular relation type $\psi(e) \in R$.

When the types of entities $|A| > 1$ and the types of links $|R| > 1$, the network is called heterogeneous information network; otherwise it is a homogeneous information network.

In this information network definition, we specify both the network structure and types for entities and links. Following this definition, one can notice that types for two entities associated to one link can be different. Without loss of generality, we denote the relation associated to a link as $R(\phi(v), \phi(v')) = \psi(e)$, where $v$ and $v'$ are the two entities associated with link $e$. We use $\text{dom}(R) = \phi(v)$ to denote the domain of $R$, and $\text{range}(R) = \phi(v')$ as the range. We use $R^{-1}$ to denote the inverse relation of $R$, so $\text{dom}(R) = \text{range}(R^{-1})$ and $\text{range}(R) = \text{dom}(R^{-1})$.

Definition 2.2 (Network Schema) The network schema is a meta template of a heterogeneous network $G = (V, E)$ with the entity type mapping $\phi : V \rightarrow A$ and the link mapping $\psi : E \rightarrow R$. It
is a directed graph defined over entity types $A$, with links as relations from $R$. We denote network schema using $T_G = (A, R)$.

The definition of network schema is similar to the ER (Entity-Relationship) model in database systems. It serves as a template for a concrete network, and defines the rules of how entities exist and how links should be created. Examples of heterogeneous information networks and their schemas can be found as follows:

**Example 2.1** DBLP\(^a\) (Digital Bibliography & Library Project) is a computer science bibliographic database, which can be described as a heterogeneous information network. It contains four different types of entities (papers, venues, authors and terms). Relationships exist between papers and authors, papers and venues, papers and terms as well as within paper entities, representing citation relations (Figure 2.1(a)).

**Example 2.2** IMDb\(^b\) (Internet Movie Database) is an online database of information related to films, television programs, and video games. It contains various types of entities including actors, directors, genre, and so on. Relationships exist between movies and other entities, e.g., movies and actors, movies and directors, movies and genres (Figure 2.1(b)).

**Example 2.3** Yelp\(^c\) is a website which provides directory services and allows users to review local
businesses with social networking features. It contains entities like businesses, categories, reviews, locations as well as relationships between businesses and users, businesses and reviews, and businesses and categories (Figure 2.1(c)).

2.2 Meta-Path-Based Entity Similarity

In a heterogeneous information network schema, two entity types can be connected via different paths. In order to distinguish paths in the network schema from path instances in a concrete network, we introduce the definition of Meta-Path as proposed in [59] as follows:

Definition 2.3 (Meta-Path) A meta-path \( P = A_0 \xrightarrow{R_1} A_1 \xrightarrow{R_2} \ldots \xrightarrow{R_l} A_l \) is a path defined on the graph of network schema \( T_G = (A, R) \), which defines a new composite relation \( R_1R_2\ldots R_l \) between type \( A_0 \) and \( A_l \), where \( A_i \in A \) and \( R_i \in R \) for \( i = 0, \ldots, l \), \( A_0 = \text{dom}(R_1) \), \( A_l = \text{range}(R_l) \) and \( A_i = \text{range}(R_i) = \text{dom}(R_{i+1}) \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, l - 1 \).

Notice that a meta-path represents a new composite relation over \( A_0 \) and \( A_l \), and obviously we have \( \text{dom}(P) = A_0 \) and \( \text{range}(P) = A_l \). By examining the network schema of DBLP (Figure 2.1(a)), one can enumerate meta-paths between two entities with a length constraint. For example, meta-paths between paper entity types with length less than or equal to 2 can are listed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{P}_1 &: \text{paper} \xrightarrow{\text{cites}} \text{paper} \\
\mathcal{P}_2 &: \text{paper} \xrightarrow{\text{cites}} \text{paper} \xrightarrow{\text{cites}} \text{paper} \\
\mathcal{P}_3 &: \text{paper} \xrightarrow{\text{uses}} \text{term} \xrightarrow{\text{used}} \text{paper} \\
\mathcal{P}_4 &: \text{paper} \xrightarrow{\text{written-by}} \text{author} \xrightarrow{\text{writes}} \text{paper} \\
\mathcal{P}_5 &: \text{paper} \xrightarrow{\text{published-by}} \text{venue} \xrightarrow{\text{publishes}} \text{paper}
\end{align*}
\]

Different meta-paths link entities through different relationships, and thus could convey various relationship meanings. Comparing \( \mathcal{P}_3 \) and \( \mathcal{P}_4 \) in the previous example, one can see that two paper entities which are connected following \( \mathcal{P}_3 \) share common terms, while two paper entities are connected with \( \mathcal{P}_4 \) share common authors.
Additionally, attributes of meta-paths or similarity measurements defined along meta-paths can be used to measure similarity between entities quantitatively. For meta-path $P_3$, if the number of terms shared by paper $a$ and paper $b$ is larger than the number of terms shared by paper $b$ and paper $c$, one may claim that paper $a$ is more similar to $b$ than $c$. Although using term count as a meta-path similarity measurement can lead to biased results, this simple example demonstrates that meta-paths can be used to measure similarity from a specific semantic perspective – sharing terms / topics. In the rest of this paper, we omit the relation name and use the abbreviation of entity types to represent a meta-path, if this causes no ambiguity. For example, $P_1$ will be represented as $P \rightarrow P$, and $P_3$ will be written as $P \rightarrow T \rightarrow P$.

Many existing similarity measurements which used to be defined over network can be applied along a specific meta-path. We call such measurements meta-path compatible similarity measurements, some of which are listed as follows:

- **Count**: the number of path instances between entity $q$ and entity $r$ following meta-path $P$:
  \[
  \text{count}(q, r) = |p : \text{dom}(p) = q, \text{range}(p) = r, p \in P|
  \]

- **Personalized PageRank score** [13]. Personalized PageRank can be viewed as the random walk process on path instances following a given meta-path.

- **SimRank score** [30]. SimRank can be viewed as the weighted combination of pairwise random walk scores on path instances following a given meta-path.

- **PathSim score** [59]. PathSim is a newly proposed method which is used to calculate similarity between peers. It is defined as a normalized version of count of path instances between entities following a given meta-path.

Due to the definition differences, these meta-path compatible measurements have different properties even along the same meta-path. For instance, as discussed in [59], personalized PageRank favors “important” entities with a large number of links, while PathSim can find “peer” entities. In the rest of this thesis, we use $P$ to represent a set of meta-paths and $M$ a set of meta-path-based entity similarity measurements.
Chapter 3

Personalized Recommendation in Heterogeneous Networks

3.1 Overview

Entity recommendation, as one of the most effective and widely used information filtering and discovery methods, has been actively studied in the past decade in both industry and academia. Among different recommendation techniques, hybrid recommender systems, which combine user feedback data (explicit ratings or implicit user log) and additional information of users or items, can achieve better recommendation results in certain scenarios, based on recent studies [21][49].

In many recommendation applications, additional information regarding users and items can be obtained, e.g., user demographic attributes, product specifications, or user social network information. Moreover, the entity recommendation problem often exists in a heterogeneous information network environment with different types of attributes and relationships of users, items, and other entities available. An illustration of a movie recommendation problem in a heterogeneous information network can be found in Figure 3.1. In this example, besides users and movies and the user-movie interaction relationships, other types of entities can be found and linked to the movie recommendation problem, such as actors, directors, and genres. Different types of relationships between users (e.g., friendship) and entities (e.g., director directed a movie) can be potentially utilized in hybrid recommender systems.

Previous studies suggest that by utilizing additional user or item relationship information, the quality of the recommender systems can be improved. Our study falls in the category of such hybrid recommender systems. The difference between our work and other link-based hybrid methods is that most previous studies only utilize a single type of relationship, e.g., trust relationship [29], friend relationship [46], or user membership [76]. We propose to study entity recommendation problem in the aforementioned heterogeneous network environment, aiming to take advantage of
different types of relationship information at the same time.

Previous studies [72] [74] on link-based hybrid recommender systems apply the same recommendation models to all the users when recommending items. They rely on the personal ratings or user feedback data to achieve recommendation personalization. However, such approaches cannot fully distinguish user interests and preferences, and thus may lead to unsatisfying results. For example, Alice and Bob watched the movie “Pacific Rim”. Alice watched this movie because she likes robot / monster stories (genre and story of the movie) while Bob watched this movie because his friends watched the same movie. If we apply the same recommendation model (e.g., social network-based collaborative filtering) to both users without understanding or differentiating their motives and interests, the recommendation results may not satisfy the information discovery needs of different users.

In this study, we introduce a novel entity recommendation framework in heterogeneous information networks using implicit feedback data. We combine user feedback with different types of entity relationships in a collaborative filtering way. We personalize recommendation results by both considering personal user implicit feedback data and building personalized recommendation models for different users.

To take advantage of the relationship heterogeneity of the information network, we first diffuse the observed user implicit feedback along different meta-paths to generate possible recommendation
candidates, under the corresponding user interest semantic assumptions. We apply matrix factorization techniques on the diffused user preferences to calculate latent representations for users and items accordingly. We then combine these latent features and define a global recommendation model. To further distinguish user interests, we propose to build recommendation models at personalized level, i.e., we build different entity recommendation models for different users. We adopt a Bayesian ranking optimization technique for model estimation. Empirical studies in two real world datasets, IMDb-MovieLens-100K and Yelp, have shown that the proposed recommendation models outperform several state-of-the-art implicit feedback recommendation systems.

The contributions of this study are summarized as follows:

1. We study personalized entity recommendation with implicit user feedback in heterogeneous information networks.

2. To take advantage of the relationship heterogeneity, we propose to diffuse user preferences along different meta-paths in information networks to generate latent features for users and items.

3. The proposed framework generates personalized recommendation models for different users effectively and efficiently.

4. Empirical studies in two real-world datasets, IMDb-MovieLens-100K and Yelp, demonstrate the power of our methodology.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The preliminaries are introduced in Section 3.2. The meta-path-based latent features and the global recommendation model are presented in Section 3.3. We propose the personalized recommendation framework in Section 3.4 and parameter estimation techniques in 3.5. Experiments and analysis are in Section 3.6. Finally, we conclude the study in Section 3.7.

### 3.2 Background and Preliminaries

In this section, we present the background and preliminaries of this study. Detailed problem definition is included at the end of this section.
### 3.2.1 Binary User Feedback

With $m$ users $U = \{u_1, ..., u_m\}$ and $n$ items $I = \{e_1, ..., e_n\}$, we define the user implicit feedback matrix $R \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}$ as follows:

$$
R_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } (u_i, e_j) \text{ interaction is observed;} \\
0, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
$$

Notice that the value 1 in $R$ represents interactions between users and items, e.g., users watched a movie or users browsed a restaurant website. The value 1 in the implicit feedback data does not mean that users like the items. A user buys a movie ticket because she or he is interested in the movie but this user might dislike the movie after watching it. Similarly the value 0 in $R$ does not mean that the users dislike the items, but are a mixture of negative feedback (the users are not interested in the items) and unobserved interactions (the users are not aware of these items for now). Several previous studies have additional assumptions about the implicit feedback data, e.g., user-item interaction frequency, or the dwelling time of each interaction. Not to digress from the purpose of this study, we use binary user feedback in its original form as defined above. However, additional information as mentioned can be added into the factorization process of the proposed models accordingly.

### 3.2.2 Matrix Factorization for Implicit Feedback

Matrix factorization techniques have been used to interpret implicit user feedback in previous studies [15] [27], by learning the low-rank matrix representations for users and items. More specifically,
factorization methods seek to approximate the implicit feedback matrix $R$ with the product of the low-rank matrices as follows:

$$ R \approx UV^T $$

(3.1)

where $U \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times d}$ are the latent features representing users and $V \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times d}$ are the latent features representing items, with $d < \min(n, m)$.

The recommendation score between $u_i$ and $e_j$ can be computed with the estimated low-rank matrices as $r(u_i, e_j) = U_iV_j^T$, where $U_i$ denotes the $i$-th row of the matrix $U$ and $V_j$ denotes the $j$-th row of $V$. By sorting items with their recommendation scores, we can return the top-$k$ items which $u_i$ has not interacted with before as the recommendation results.

To solve Equation (3.1), the non-negative factorization techniques (NMF) discussed in [15] can be directly employed. More advanced methods [27] [21] [46] have been studied recently to incorporate additional information in order to further improve the performance.

In our proposed recommendation models, when defining user item features, we rely on matrix factorization methods to derive low-rank representations of users and items under different semantics. One should notice that our proposed models are orthogonal to factorization techniques, i.e., one can extend the proposed models easily with advanced factorization techniques. In this study, aiming to propose a generic recommendation framework, we use the basic NMF method in [15] when defining features and models. By utilizing advanced factorization methods, the performance of the our methods can be improved accordingly due to the aforementioned orthogonality.

3.2.3 Problem Definition

We define the recommendation problem which we study in this study as follows:

**Definition 3.1 (Problem Definition)** Given a heterogeneous information network $G$ with user implicit feedback $R$, for a user $u_i$, we aim to build personalized recommendation model for $u_i$, and recommend a ranked list of items that are of interest to $u_i$ accordingly.

Notations which are used in the rest of the paper can be found in Table 3.1.
3.3 Meta-Path-Based Latent Features

In this section, aiming to utilize the rich yet under-discovered information network, we present a user preference diffusion-based feature generation approach, which combines user implicit feedback and heterogeneous entity relationships. We then define a recommendation function with the latent features at a global level at the end of this section. Notice that we use the term “global” to represent the process of applying the same recommendation model to all users. We still utilize personal user implicit feedback data during recommendation with the global recommendation model. We introduce personalized recommendation models in Section 3.4. We discuss the learning algorithms for the recommendation models in Section 3.5.

3.3.1 Meta-Path

From the information network point of view, the entity recommendation problem is to seek certain connectivity between users and items. In heterogeneous information networks, two entities can be connected via different paths (see Figure 3.2 for examples). Due to the multiplicity of entity and relationship types in the information networks, these paths may contain different entity types, relationship types in different orders and they can have various lengths. In order to describe path types in heterogeneous information network, we use the definition of meta-path introduced in Chapter 2.2.
We use $p$ to denote the paths in information networks and $\mathcal{P}$ to denote meta-paths. Based on the definition, one can notice that meta-paths are the types for paths in information networks. Previous studies suggest that meta-paths can be used to facilitate entity similarity or proximity measurement and similarity semantic disambiguation [59] [69]. We use the following example to demonstrate the intuition of utilizing meta-paths in entity recommendation problem.

Example 3.1 (Different Meta-Paths in IMDb) With the graph schema of IMDb defined in Figure 2.1(b), we can derive a number of meta-paths which connect users with movies. We show two possible meta-paths as follows:

- $\mathcal{P}_1$: user $\xrightarrow{\text{Viewed}}$ movie $\xrightarrow{\text{Viewed}^{-1}}$ user $\xrightarrow{\text{Follows}}$ actor $\xrightarrow{\text{StarredIn}}$ movie
- $\mathcal{P}_2$: user $\xrightarrow{\text{Viewed}}$ movie $\xrightarrow{\text{StarredIn}^{-1}}$ actor $\xrightarrow{\text{StarredIn}}$ movie $\xrightarrow{\text{StarredIn}^{-1}}$ actor $\xrightarrow{\text{StarredIn}}$ movie

We give two path examples of the two meta-paths in Figure 3.2 (the solid blue line represents meta-path $\mathcal{P}_1$ and the solid red line represents meta-path $\mathcal{P}_2$). These two meta-paths connect users and movies under different semantic assumptions. $\mathcal{P}_1$ explores the social relationships of other users who watched movies in common with the target user, while $\mathcal{P}_2$ utilizes movie-actor links to build relationships between users and movies. By measuring proximity between users and movies along different meta-paths, we may be able to make movie recommendations to users from different semantic perspectives in information networks.

When representing longer meta-paths, relationship types can be ignored when doing so does not cause ambiguity. The recursive parts of the meta-paths can be compressed with exponentiation notation. For example, we use user $\xrightarrow{(\text{movie} - \text{actor} - \text{movie})^2}$ to represent meta-path $\mathcal{P}_2$ in the above example.

3.3.2 User Preference Diffusion

With the implicit user feedback data defined in Section 3.2 and meta-path defined above, we introduce the user preference diffusion process along meta-paths. As mentioned before, implicit feedback represents user item interactions. the value 1 in implicit feedback indicates that users are more interested in the corresponding items than the rest of the items. We use the term user
Figure 3.3: User preference diffusion score calculation (Example 2). The solid red links represent observed user implicit feedback while the purple doted links represent diffused user preferences.

preference to represent the user interests in implicit feedback data. Intuitively, if we can understand the semantic meanings of user preferences and find similar items to the ones that the users were interested in, following the discovered semantics, we can make entity recommendations to these users accordingly.

Based on this observation and the problem definition presented in Section 3.2 in this study, we focus on meta-paths in the format of user → item → * → item when building recommendation models. The intuition is we want to diffuse the observed users preferences in implicit feedback data along different meta-paths so that users can be connected with other items. By defining a user preference diffusion score between the target user and all possible items along different meta-paths, we can now measure the possibility of an unobserved user-item interaction in the information network under different semantic assumptions.

Given a meta-path \( P = R_1 R_2 \ldots R_k \) with \( \text{dom}(P) = \text{user} \) and \( \text{range}(P) = \text{item} \), let \( P' = R_2 \ldots R_k \) with \( \text{dom}(P') = \text{item} \) and \( \text{range}(P') = \text{range}(P) = \text{item} \). We define the user preference diffusion score between user \( i \) and item \( j \) along \( P \) by extending PathSim measurement proposed in \[59\] as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{s} (u_i, e_j | P) \\
= \sum_{e \in I} \frac{2 \times R_{u_i, e} \times |\{ p_{e \sim e_j} : p_{e \sim e_j} \in P' \}|}{|\{ p_{e \sim e} : p_{e \sim e} \in P' \}| + |\{ p_{e_j \sim e_j} : p_{e_j \sim e_j} \in P' \}|}
\end{align*}
\]
where $p_{e\rightarrow e_j}$ is a path between $e$ and $e_j$, $p_{e\rightarrow e}$ is a path between $e$ and $e$, and $p_{e_j\rightarrow e_j}$ is a path between $e_j$ and $e_j$.

The user preference diffusion score between user $u_i$ and item $e_j$ contains two parts: (1) the observed user-item interactions associated with $u_i$, and (2) the connectivity between the items that $u_i$ is interested in and potential items of interest, which are represented by $e_j$ in Equation 3.2. Notice the connectivity between items is defined as the number of paths between these items following meta-path $\mathcal{P}$ and normalized by the visibility of the items so the diffusion score does not overly favor popular items. We demonstrate the user preference diffusion process with a toy example as in Figure 3.3.

**Example 3.2 (User Preference Diffusion Score)** In this toy example, we use a small information network which contains two users ($u_1$ and $u_2$), three movies ($e_1$, $e_2$ and $e_3$), and 5 actors ($a_1$, ..., $a_5$). These entities are interconnected as shown in Figure 3.3 (The solid red links represent observed user implicit feedback while the purple dotted links represent the diffused user preferences). We use *user – movie – actor – movie* as meta-path $\mathcal{P}$ when calculating the diffusion score. Based on implicit feedback data $R$, we know that $u_1$ watched movie $e_2$. Based on the information network structure, there is 1 path between $e_1$ and $e_2$ following the aforementioned meta-path, 2 paths between $e_1$ and $e_1$ and 2 paths between $e_2$ and $e_2$. By plugging the implicit feedback data and the numbers of paths described above into Equation 3.2, we can get that the user preference diffusion score under meta-path $\mathcal{P}$ from $u_1$ to $e_1$ is 0.5. Other diffusion scores in this example can be calculated accordingly.

By measuring the diffusion scores between all users and all items along meta-path $\mathcal{P}$, we can generate a diffused user preference matrix $\hat{R} \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}$. $\hat{R}_i$ represents the possible preferences of user $u_i$ if he or she explores the network for new content following meta-path $\mathcal{P}$ ($u_i$ watches movies with certain genres or $u_i$ watches movies from certain directors). By repeating this process, with $L$ different meta-paths, we can calculate $L$ different diffused user preference matrices accordingly. We denote these user preference matrices as $\hat{R}^{(1)}, \hat{R}^{(2)}, ..., \hat{R}^{(L)}$.

This process propagates user preferences along different meta-paths in the heterogeneous information networks, and it mimics users’ information discovery process. The diffusion score indicates...
the possibility of certain user-item interaction under certain meta-path semantic. The diffusion scores can be used to define recommendation models.

The length of the meta-path of each diffused preference matrix is positively correlated with computational time. The longer the meta-path we utilize, the longer time it takes to generate the diffused preference matrix. In this study, we compute all the features off-line, although partial materialization with on-line computation is also possible. We also found out that, the length of the meta-path does not indicate the quality of the feature. In our empirical study, the IM100K dataset, which is relatively denser, benefits less from the information network structure. Shorter meta-path carries more weights in recommendation model for this dataset. On the other hand, Yelp dataset, which is relatively sparser, benefits more from the information network, and longer meta-paths carry more weights in the recommendation model.

### 3.3.3 Global Recommendation Model

We denote $\tilde{R}^{(q)}$ as the diffused user preference matrix along the $q$-th meta-path. Following the intuition and principle of matrix factorization-based recommendation methods, we can derive low-rank user and item matrices from each diffused preference matrix accordingly. These low-rank matrices are the latent representations of users and items, under the semantic meaning of the corresponding meta-path. With low-rank matrix factorization technique, we can factorize the diffused matrix $\tilde{R}^{(q)}$ as follows:

\[
(\hat{U}^{(q)}, \hat{V}^{(q)}) = \arg\min_{U,V} \| \tilde{R}^{(q)} - UV^T \|_F^2
\]

s.t. $U \geq 0, V \geq 0,$

where $\hat{U}^{(q)} \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times d}$ represents users and $\hat{V}^{(q)} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times d}$ represents items, with $d < \min(n,m)$. $\hat{U}_i^{(q)}$ is the latent feature for user $u_i$ along the $q$-th meta-path and $\hat{V}_j^{(q)}$ is the latent feature for $e_j$ along the $q$-th meta-path respectively.

As discussed in Section 3.2, we apply the generic NMF method to solve Equation (3.3), although more advanced factorization techniques can be used instead. By repeating the above process for all $L$ diffused user preference matrices, we can now generate $L$ pairs of representations of users.
and items \((\hat{U}^{(1)}, \hat{V}^{(1)}), \ldots, (\hat{U}^{(L)}, \hat{V}^{(L)})\). Each low-rank feature pair represents users and items under a specific relationship semantic due to the user preference diffusion process. When defining recommendation models with these latent-features, different feature pairs may have different importance. For example, users are more likely to follow certain actors when choosing movies rather than consider which movie studios these movies are made. With this observation, following [74], we define a global recommendation model as follows:

\[
\hat{r}(u_i, e_j) = \sum_{q=1}^{L} \theta_q \cdot \hat{U}^{(q)}_i \hat{V}^{(q)T}_j \quad (3.4)
\]

where \(\theta_q\) is the weight for the \(q\)-th user and item low-rank representation pair. Based on the non-negative property of the features, we add \(\theta_q \geq 0\) as an optimization constraint.

The proposed recommendation framework not only can improve the recommendation quality, our framework could also help with the serendipity feature of the recommender systems. Compared with single source recommendation frameworks (e.g., collaborative filtering or only utilizing single entity relationship), relationship heterogeneity can find recommendation candidates along different meta-paths (different similarity semantics). Our framework although is trained based on recommendation relevance, we can revise the objective functions and use the proposed framework to promote serendipity results rather than relevant results. We discuss this possible revision in Section 8.2.1.

With the recommendation model in Equation (3.4), given a user, we can now assign recommendation scores to all items, and then rank these items accordingly. We return the top-K results as the recommendation results. We will discuss how to estimate the parameters in the recommendation model in Section 3.5.

### 3.4 Personalized Recommendation Model

We proposed to diffuse user preferences along different meta-paths in heterogeneous information networks, and calculate latent features for users and items under various semantic assumptions with matrix factorization techniques. We then defined the global recommendation model with these latent features, which essentially combines the observed implicit feedback from users and
different types of relationships in the information network together. During recommendation, we apply the global model to all users and utilize users’ personal feedback to generate recommendation results. However, such a solution does not distinguish user interests or behavior patterns at the model level. For example, the learned global model may suggest that majority users watch popular movies featuring famous actors, but this rule might not be true for all individuals.

In this section, we extend the proposed global recommendation model to a finer level of granularity. Rather than learn one recommendation model for all the users, we aim to calculate different recommendation models for different users to better capture user preferences and interests. The straightforward way of learning personalized models is to estimate the recommendation model defined in Equation (3.4) with each user’s own implicit feedback data. However, the number of feedback per user follows power law distribution (we demonstrate this claim in Section 3.6), which means we do not have enough feedback data to learn personalized models for most of the users.

Although users may have different behaviors from each other, a subgroup of users can share similar interests and preferences from certain perspectives. For example, comic fans are interested in super-hero, fantasy and adventure movies while fans of Steven Spielberg follow movies directed by him. Motivated by this observation, we propose to first cluster users based on their interests, and then learn a recommendation models within each cluster. Notice that one user can belong to different user clusters (one can be comic fan and Spielberg fan at the same time). When recommending, we first calculate the personalized recommendation model for the target user by combining the recommendation models of the related user clusters, and then calculate the recommendation results with the personalized model of the target user. We define the personalized recommendation function for user $u_i$ as follows:

\[
\hat{r}^*(u_i, e_j) = \sum_{k=1}^{c} \text{sim}(C_k, u_i) \sum_{q=1}^{L} \theta_q^{(k)} \cdot \hat{U}_i \hat{V}_j^T
\]

where $C$ represents user clusters related to target user $u_i$ and function $\text{sim}(\cdot, \cdot)$ defines the cosine similarity between the center of cluster $C_k$ and $u_i$. $\theta_q^{(k)}$ represents the recommendation model defined in cluster $C_k$. We define $\Theta = \theta^{(1)}, ..., \theta^{(c)}$ as the recommendation model parameters for this approach.

Compared with $L$ parameters in the global recommendation model (Equation (3.4)), the per-
sonalized recommendation approach has a total $c \times L$ parameters, where $c$ is the number of clusters. With a relatively larger parameter space, now we can generate personalized recommendation models efficiently and represent different user interests or behavior patterns effectively. We discuss the user clustering and the model learning algorithm in details in Section 3.5.

After estimating recommendation models for all the user clusters $\Theta^{(i)}$, when recommending items for $u_i$, we first find the clusters that $u_i$ is related to (has a high similarity to the cluster center), and then combine the related user clustering parameters following Equation (3.5). With the calculated personalized recommendation model, we can assign recommendation score to each item for $u_i$. Recommendation can be made by sorting all items with their recommendation scores and returning the top-$k$ items.

The number of clusters could be essential to this method. If the cluster number $c$ is too small, we may not be able to distinguish user interests well. If the cluster number is too big, the number of users in each cluster becomes very small. In this case, we may not have enough training data to learn the recommendation models. A good estimation of the optimal number of clusters can be achieved by cross-validation using training data. We discuss the performance change with different parameter $c$ in Section 3.6.5.

### 3.5 Model Learning with Implicit Feedback

In this section, we introduce learning algorithms for both global and personalized recommendation models. We first discuss parameter estimation method for global recommendation model (Equation (3.3)) and then extend the learning algorithm to personalized recommendation models.

Recommendation models proposed in this study take advantage of the heterogeneous entity relationships in information networks. More specifically, we combine network diffusion-based latent features with parameters indicating the importance of the corresponding meta-path in the recommendation process. To learn the importance of the latent features, we use user implicit feedback as training data. As discussed in Section 3.2, the value 1 in implicit feedback data represents positive feedback (users are interested in such items) while the value 0 represents a mixture of negative feedback (users are not interested in such items) and unobserved potential interactions (users are not aware of such items). Traditional learning methods adopt classification or learning-to-rank
objective functions and usually treat 1s in training dataset as positives and 0s as negatives. As we discussed, such methods do not fit in the definition of implicit feedback data and they cannot generate high quality recommendation models.

Motivated by [54], we employ a different learning approach by considering the correct item pair orders. We define an objective function to order 1 values before 0 values for each user. The assumption behind this objective function is that users are more interested in the items with value 1 in $R$ than the rest of the items, which is a weaker and more plausible assumption compared with the traditional approaches.

### 3.5.1 Bayesian Ranking-Based Optimization

We use $p(e_a > e_b; u_i|\theta)$ to denote the probability that user $u_i$ prefers $e_a$ over $e_b$. The Bayesian formulation of the optimization criterion is to maximize the posterior probability as follows:

$$p(\Theta|R) \propto p(R|\Theta)p(\Theta), \quad (3.6)$$

where $\Theta = \{\theta_1, ..., \theta_L\}$ represents the global model parameters, and $p(R|\Theta)$ represent the probability that all item pairs can be ranked correctly for all users according to $R$, i.e., for each user, items with feedback 1 can be ranked before items with feedback 0.

With the assumption that both user preferences and ordering of the item pairs are independent, we can expand the likelihood function $p(R|\Theta)$ as follows:

$$p(R|\Theta) = \prod_{u_i \in U} p(R_i|\Theta)\quad (3.7)$$

$$= \prod_{u_i \in U} \prod_{(e_a > e_b) \in R_i} p(e_a > e_b; u_i|\Theta)$$

where $(e_a > e_b) \in R_i$ represent all item pairs with the correct orders in the observed implicit feedback of $u_i$.

We define $p(e_a > e_b; u_i|\theta)$ as:

$$p(e_a > e_b; u_i|\Theta) = \sigma(\hat{r}(u_i, e_a) - \hat{r}(u_i, e_b)), \quad (3.8)$$
where $\sigma$ is the logistic sigmoid function $\sigma(x) = \frac{1}{1+e^{-x}}$.

We assume that $p(\Theta)$ is a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance-covariance matrix $\Sigma_\Theta = \lambda I$. With the probability and the likelihood defined above, we can derive the objective function as follows:

$$O = -\ln p(\Theta|R) = -\ln p(R|\Theta)p(\Theta) \tag{3.9}$$

$$= -\sum_{u_i \in U} \sum_{(e_a > e_b) \in R_i} \ln p(e_a > e_b; u_i|\theta) + \lambda \|\Theta\|^2_2$$

$$= -\sum_{u_i \in U} \sum_{(e_a > e_b) \in R_i} \ln \sigma(\hat{r}(u_i, e_a) - \hat{r}(u_i, e_b)) + \lambda \|\Theta\|^2_2$$

where $\lambda \|\Theta\|^2_2$ is a data dependent $L_2$ regularization term.

By minimizing $O$ in Equation (3.9), we can estimate the recommendation parameter $\Theta$ from the implicit feedback data.

### 3.5.2 The Optimization Algorithm

Notice that Equation (3.9) is differentiable, many optimization techniques (e.g., SGD [9], BFGS-B method [11]) can be utilized to estimate parameter $\Theta$. The gradient of Equation (3.9) with respect to $\Theta$ can be calculated as follows:

$$\frac{\partial O}{\partial \Theta} = -\sum_{u_i \in U} \sum_{(e_a > e_b) \in R_i} \frac{\partial}{\partial \Theta} \sigma(\hat{r}_{i,ab}) + \frac{\lambda}{2} \frac{\partial}{\partial \Theta}\|\Theta\|^2_2$$

$$= -\sum_{u_i \in U} \sum_{(e_a > e_b) \in R_i} \frac{e^{-\hat{r}_{i,ab}}}{1 + e^{-\hat{r}_{i,ab}}} \frac{\partial}{\partial \Theta} \hat{r}_{i,ab} + \lambda \Theta,$$

where $\hat{r}_{i,ab} = \hat{r}(u_i, e_a) - \hat{r}(u_i, e_b)$.

Considering the data size of the real-world recommender systems, with the above gradient, we employed the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method [9] to estimate the parameters in our empirical studies. Notice that the time complexity of this proposed learning process is $O(mn^2)$ where $m$ is the number of users and $n$ is the number of items. In large datasets this can be overwhelming. With SGD, we only need to estimate the gradient with a very small subset ($10^{-5}$ sample rate) of training pairs sampled from $R$ at each iteration. We discuss sample rate selection
3.5.3 Learning Personalized Recommendation Models

As discussed in Section 3.4, the proposed global recommendation model failed to distinguish individual interests and behavior differences, and thus the quality of the results may not be satisfying. We observed that although users may have different interests from each other, a subgroup of users can share similar interests or behavior patterns. Instead of learning one global model, which cannot represent user individuality, or learning personalized models directly, which can be time consuming and may cause model over-fitting, we propose to learn recommendation models for user subgroups. With recommendation models for user subgroups, when making recommendations, we can calculate the personalized recommendation model for a target user by combining the recommendation models he or she is most related to, and generate recommendation results accordingly.

In order to learn recommendation models for user subgroups, we first need to cluster users based on their interests and preferences, by examining the user implicit feedback data. Considering the sparsity of $R$, we first learn low-rank representation for users by applying non-negative matrix factorization on $R$ directly. With the low dimension user matrix $U$, we apply the well-studied $k$-means algorithm with a cosine function as similarity measurement between users, to finally cluster users into subgroups. For each cluster, we apply the techniques we discussed above to learn a recommendation model. The learning algorithm of personalized recommendation models can be found in Algorithm 1.

After estimating parameters of the recommendation models, given a target user, we can calculate the corresponding personalized recommendation model with Equation (3.5), and make personalized entity recommendation by using both the personalized recommendation model and his or her personal feedback data accordingly.

3.6 Empirical Study

We present the empirical studies of the proposed recommendation framework in this section. We implemented both global and personalized recommendation models proposed in Section 3.3 and 3.4 along with several popularly deployed or the state-of-the-art implicit feedback recommendation
Algorithm 1: Learning Personalized Recommendation Models

// input: implicit feedback and information network
// output: recommendation models for user clusters
Input: $R, G$
Output: $\Theta^{\{\cdot\}}$

Prepare $L$ meta-paths in the format of user − item − ∗ − item
// User preference diffusion along meta-paths
for $q \leftarrow 1$ to $L$ do
    foreach $u_i$ and $e_j$ do
        $\tilde{R}^{(q)}(u_i, e_j) = s(u_i, e_j|\mathcal{P}^{(q)})$ (Equation (3.2))
    end
end
Calculate latent features $\hat{U}^{(q)}, \hat{V}^{(q)}$ with $\tilde{R}^{(q)}$ (Equation (3.3))
// Clustering users into subgroups
Factorize $R$ and derive $U, V$
$C = \text{k-means}(U)$
// Learn recommendation models
foreach $C_k$ in $C$ do
    Optimize $\Theta^{(k)}$ with implicit feedback in user subgroup $C_k$ (Equation (3.9))
end

techniques. We applied these methods on two real-world datasets and performed a series of experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. We present both experimental results and discussion with analysis.

3.6.1 Data

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed recommendation framework, we choose two datasets from different domains (movie and local business) for empirical studies. The first dataset is built by combining the popular MovieLens-100K dataset and the corresponding IMDb dataset together. We name this dataset IMDb-MovieLens-100K (IM100K). We use MovieLens user ratings as user feedback and we build a corresponding heterogeneous information network from the IMDb dataset. If users watched a certain movie and wrote a review about this movie, no matter whether they liked the movie or not, we say we observed the user-item interaction and we set this feedback as 1, otherwise, we set as 0. When building this dataset, we mapped two datasets using titles and release date of the movies, which could be erroneous on certain movies so the results we presented below are lower-bound of the actual performances.
### Table 3.1: Datasets Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>#Items</th>
<th>#Users</th>
<th>#Ratings</th>
<th>#Entities</th>
<th>#Links</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IM100K</td>
<td>943</td>
<td>1360</td>
<td>89,626</td>
<td>60,905</td>
<td>146,013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp</td>
<td>11,537</td>
<td>43,873</td>
<td>229,907</td>
<td>285,317</td>
<td>570,634</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Datasets Description

(b) IMDb Feedback Distribution

(c) Yelp Feedback Distribution

Figure 3.4: IM100K and Yelp Datasets

The second dataset is the Yelp challenge dataset.a This dataset contains both user reviews and local business information (an information network). When a user wrote a review for a restaurant, we set the feedback as 1, otherwise it would be set to 0. We summarize these two datasets in Figure 3.4(a), the schemas of which can be found in Figure 2.1. Notice that the Yelp dataset is much sparser than the IM100K dataset, so the performances of all methods decline accordingly. The distributions of the user feedback can be found in Figure 3.4.

Both datasets have timestamps with each user item interaction. We split the feedback matrix $R$ of both datasets for each user into training and test based on timestamps, i.e., we use 80% of the “past” feedback to predict 20% of “future” feedback. In Yelp dataset, we have to filter out all the users who have less or equal to 2 reviews otherwise we can not create training and test data properly.

### 3.6.2 Competitors and Evaluation Metrics

We implement several widely deployed or the state-of-the-art recommendation approaches as comparison methods as follows:

- **Popularity:** Recommend the popular items to users.

[a](http://www.yelp.com/dataset_challenge/)
Table 3.2: Meta-path examples (we set $n = 1$ and 2. “biz” is short for “local business”)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Meta-Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IM100K</td>
<td>user−(movie−tag−movie)$^n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>user−(movie−director−movie)$^n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>user−(movie−genre−movie)$^n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>user−movie−plot−movie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp</td>
<td>user−(biz−category−movie)$^n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>user−(biz−customer−biz)$^n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>user−biz−checkin−biz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>user−biz−location−biz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Co-Click**: Estimate conditional probabilities between items and recommend items with an aggregated conditional probability calculated using the training data of the target user.

- **NMF**: Non-negative matrix factorization on $R$, details of which is discussed in Section 3.2.2

- **Hybrid-SVM**: Use SVM-based ranking function to learn a global recommendation model with user implicit feedback and meta-paths based similarity measures.

We use HeteRec-g to denote the proposed global recommendation model and HeteRec-p to represent the personalized recommendation models derived from user subgroup recommendation models. We utilize 10 different meta-paths in each information network, including the most simple meta-path *user − item*, which means user preferences can only be propagated to items with observed positive feedback. We list some other meta-paths and / or attribute similarity measures in Table 3.2. For explicit feedback recommendation evaluation, measures like root mean square error (RMSE) are the standard evaluation metric. However, these metrics do not suit the definition of implicit feedback problem. In this study, we test all methods as ranking models and use the well-studied information retrieval metrics including precision-at-position and top-10 mean reciprocal rank (MRR, Equation (3.10)) to evaluate and compare the performance of these methods.

$$\text{MRR}_K = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \sum_{e \in \text{test}(u_i)} \frac{1}{\text{rank}(u_i, e)} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

### 3.6.3 Performance Comparison

The performance of all 6 methods in the two datasets can be found in Table 3.3.
Based on Figure 3.4, user feedback data follow power law distribution, i.e., a very small number of items have interaction with a large number of users. Due to this property, recommending the popular items to users has a decent performance (MRR=0.1923 in IM100K). Co-click method, as one of the most widely deployed technique, achieves MRR = 0.2041 in IM100K and has a similar performance as the NMF method in Yelp (MRR=0.0371).

We implemented the NMF as the CF baseline (details of this method can be found in Section 3.2.2). We set the dimensionality of the low-rank representations $d = 20$ in IM100K and $d = 60$ in Yelp with cross validation in training dataset. We use the same method and settings in the diffusion-based latent feature generation method for the proposed approaches. With parameter tuning and additional information (e.g., [27]), NMF may perform better than the results in Table 3.3. However, the same performance improvement can be achieved in our methods accordingly by replacing the NMF solver in Equation (3.3) with a more advanced technique. As presented in Table 3.3, NMF achieved MRR = 0.4938 and Prec1 = 0.2061 in IM100K dataset and MRR = 0.0382 and Prec1 = 0.0162 in Yelp dataset. This method outperforms other baselines methods in both datasets.

Hybrid-SVM method is a hybrid recommendation approach which uses the same amount of information as our proposed methods. This method combines both implicit feedback and heterogeneous relationship information following the intuitions of our study. However, it adopts an SVM based ranking framework [33] and uses PathSim [59] measures as features when defining the recommendation model. Without the proposed diffusion-based feature generation method, the learning algorithm and the recommendation model personalization, Hybrid-SVM can not fully take advantage of the feedback data and the heterogeneity of the information network. This method can only
achieve MRR = 0.4493 in IM100K (compared to 0.4938 with NMF) and MRR = 0.0337 (compared to 0.0371 with Co-Click method). The low-performance of the Hybrid-SVM method proves the effectiveness of the proposed framework.

Our proposed global recommendation model (HeteRec-g), which takes advantage of both user feedback and the related information network, and users the same amount of information as Hybrid-SVM, beats all baseline methods in both datasets. It improves MRR by 6.1% compared to NMF in IM100K and 10.4% in Yelp dataset. This proves our assumption that adding information network as external knowledge with the proposed approach can alleviate the data sparsity issue and improve the recommendation quality. Moreover, HeteRec-g produces much more accurate recommendation results compared to Hybrid-SVM (in IM100K, MRR of HeteRec-g is 0.5249 while MRR of Hybrid-SVM is only 0.4493). Both methods utilize the same set of meta-paths, and use the same sample rate during training. Both methods define “global” recommendation models since they apply the same model to all the users. The performance increase of HeteRec-g proves the effectiveness of our diffusion-based latent feature generation method. Another interesting observation is that the MRR gain of HeteRec-g compared with NMF in the relatively dense IM100K dataset is less than it is in the sparser Yelp dataset (6.1% v.s. 10.4%), which fits our intuition that when feedback dataset is sparser, the informative network-based recommendation approach can improve the performance even more. When training, we employ a uniform sample rate $10^{-5}$ in SGD and we apply the same rate to all supervised approaches in this experiment. Parameter tuning of the sample rate is discussed later this section.

HeteRec-p as the personalized recommendation approach can further improve the performance in both datasets. HeteRec-p method clusters users based on their interests and utilizes personalized model parameters when recommending. This approach can distinguish user behaviors while HeteRec-g treats all users as the same. We use $c = 10$ in IM100K dataset and $c = 100$ in Yelp dataset. We discuss the strategy of choosing the correct granularity later this section. Compared with the global recommendation model (HeteRec-g), personalized models can provide higher quality recommendation results in both datasets. It improves Prec5 by 7.9% and MRR by 5.4% in IM100K, and improves Prec1 by 29% and MRR by 21.5% in Yelp. This verifies that different users indeed have different interests and behavior patterns. Applying global recommendation model to
all users cannot distinguish user differences properly. Recommendation models which are learned within user subgroups can represent user interests and behaviors at a finer granularity level, and thus HeteRec-p can generate better results. Compared with baseline methods which only utilize user feedback data, HeteRec-p surpasses NMF by 12.0\% in terms of MRR in IM100K and beats the MRR score of Co-Click by 38.3\% in Yelp dataset.

Overall, the proposed recommendation models outperform all comparison methods in both IM100K and Yelp datasets. The experiments verify that using heterogeneous information networks in recommender systems can improve recommendation quality. Personalized recommendation models can better distinguish user interests and behaviors, and thus can lead to personalized and more accurate recommendation results.

### 3.6.4 Performance Analysis

We analyze the performance of Co-Click, NMF, HeteRec-g and HeteRec-p in different recommendation scenarios. We ran the following analytical experiments on both datasets and observed similar performance change in both datasets. Due to the page limitation, we only present these findings with IM100K dataset.

We first study the correlation between the performance of different recommendation methods and the training feedback data size of each user. We split all users into 6 groups based on their individual training data size. Users in group 1 provided very limited number of feedback (average
size is 13) while users in group 6 provided the most amount of feedback (average size is 224). We apply all 4 methods in each group. The results of this study can be found in Figure 3.5(a). One can notice that overall HeteRec-p outperforms all the other methods for users with different feedback sizes. When the user feedback size is small, i.e., the data sparsity issue is severe, the performances of all methods are bad. When the feedback size of each user increases, the performances increase accordingly. The performance of Co-Click however does not change as much among different groups. This proves that all CF based methods could be affected when data are sparse. When feedback data are insufficient, it is critical to utilize information network as external knowledge to alleviate this issue.

We then study the correlation between performances of the 4 methods and the popularity of the items that users interacted in the feedback dataset. We split users into 6 groups based on the average popularity of the movies they interacted with in the training dataset. Users in group 1 prefer less popular movies (average popularity of items is 71) while users in group 6 prefer the most popular movies (average popularity is 281). The results of this study can be found in Figure 3.5(b). Similar to the previous study, overall HeteRec-p outperforms all the other methods for different user groups. Interestingly, all CF based methods perform better for users who prefer unpopular movies. This finding may be counter-intuitive. It would seem like popular movies are easier to handle since the related data are sufficient. However, users who prefer popular movies usually do not have specific interests (they watch anything popular without considering genres, stories or any other types of information). Recommending movies to such users is always challenging. One possible way of handling this problem is to identify such users and use popularity based methods for the recommendation.

3.6.5 Parameter Tuning

The proposed methods have several additional parameters compared with other methods. In Equation (3.9), $\lambda$ controls $L_2$ regularization of the function. We cross-validated this parameter and set it to 0.1 when optimizing objective function. Another parameter is the sampling rate in SGD when estimating parameters. As mentioned in Section 3.5 with the proposed objective function, the scale of the training dataset is $O(mn^2)$ which can be overwhelming in large datasets (this
number in Yelp dataset is approximately $10^{12}$). Instead of using the entire dataset, we only sample a subset during training. We study the relationship between the sample rate and the performance of HeteRec-g in IM100K (Figure 3.6(b)).

![Figure 3.6: Parameter Tuning](image)

(a) Local Model Cluster Number Tuning  
(b) Sample Rate Tuning

Notice the x-axis in Figure 3.6(b) is at log scale. When sample rate is more than $10^{-5}$, the performance of the global model is relatively stable which means we do not need all the data to learn a high quality model with the proposed approach. However, inefficient training data size could harm the performance when we only supply $10^{-6}$ or less training data.

Besides pairwise training in parameter estimation, user preference propagation along longer meta-path and factorization with dense matrix can both be computationally expensive. In this study, we use generic methods for these calculations, which are slow and not scalable. However, other more advanced methods can be utilized in this framework, e.g., distributed NMF and partial materialization during preference propagation (e.g., utilize symmetric partial meta-path results). These methods should provide accurate or approximate results and speed up the proposed framework when dealing with large scale datasets.

Another parameter for HeteRec-p is the number of user clusters. As presented in Figure 3.6(a), although not very sensitive to this parameter, HeteRec-p does perform differently with different numbers of clusters. It peaks at $c = 10$ in IM100K and $c = 100$ in Yelp dataset compared with other parameters tested. When the number of clusters is small, HeteRec-p could not distinguish users behavior very well while a large cluster number could lead to training data deficiency for each subgroup model, and thus lead to performance decreasing.
3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we study recommendation in the scope of heterogeneous information networks. We propose a generic recommendation framework for implicit feedback dataset by taking advantage of different types of entity relationships in heterogeneous information networks. We define recommendation models at both global and personalized levels. Personalized recommendation models can be efficiently generated on the fly, and this approach can provide high quality personalized recommendation results compared to other recommendation methods. A Bayesian ranking process is utilized to estimate the weights of the recommendation models. We compared the proposed approaches with several widely employed or state-of-the-art implicit feedback recommendation techniques, and empirical study demonstrates the effectiveness of our methods. We also analyzed the performance of these methods under different scenarios and explained the reasons of the performance drift. Interesting future work includes on-line recommendation model update with users providing model feedback, large scale recommendation model in information networks as well as approximate learning process with low time complexity.
Chapter 4

Recommendation with User Log and Freebase

4.1 Overview

In order to meet web users’ ever-increasing information needs, search engines are shifting their focus from the top-10-blue-link query answering paradigm to information and knowledge discovery. Instead of passively matching users’ queries to web documents, today’s search engines are striving to proactively provide valuable and related information to users. Inspired by this paradigm change, many techniques have been proposed to help users explore web content, e.g., query suggestion [12] and website recommendation [15] [67]. However, such efforts are conducted on a relatively coarse granularity. For example, though website recommender systems suggest websites of potential interest to users, they treat sites as black boxes without considering the content, and thus they cannot present detailed information to users directly.

With the active study and rapid evolution of semantic web techniques, entity graphs which contain entities, attributes, relationships as well as other structural data become widely accessible. Most recently, several commercial search engines have enhanced their search experience by displaying related entity information from entity graphs along with web search results. For example, when answering a query like “skyfall”, besides traditional web search results and the entity attributes of

![Skyfall related movies](image)

Figure 4.1: Related entity suggestion feature on major search engines
Figure 4.2: Personalized entity recommendation scenario studied in this work. When a user types movie related queries in a search engine, like “movies”, “skyfall”, we show personalized movie recommendations to this user.

this movie, as shown in Figure 4.1, search engines also suggest “related movies” or display “people also search for” results. These features take an important step forward in unifying search and information discovery experience, as the recommendations are now generated at the entity level.

However, to our best knowledge, no existing search engine currently provides personalized entity recommendations based on users’ past behaviors. To further enhance user search experience and improve information recommendation quality in search engines, we study personalized entity recommender systems for search engine users in this study.

By taking advantage of user click log and knowledge extracted from Freebase,^\textsuperscript{4} the proposed framework analyzes users’ preferences and interests, and then recommends entities of interest to search engine users during search sessions. By deploying such a system, when a user searches for movie-related web content, in addition to suggesting “related movies”, we present personalized movie recommendations as well, illustrated in Figure 4.2. Notice that in this work, personalized entity recommendations may not directly depend on the queries. Instead, we use the search queries only to determine the domain of recommendation.

In order to build such a system, we are facing many technical as well as data related challenges, including but not limited to:

- How to map users’ clicked URLs to specific entities in the knowledge base.
- How to take advantage of entity relationships and different types of attributes in the user log and knowledge base when defining recommendation models.
- How to model users’ drift of interests over time.

[^4]: http://www.freebase.com/
• How to utilize users’ non-entity related click logs.

Aiming to solve the problems mentioned above, we first explore heuristics and features which are critical to the entity recommendation problem, such as different types of entity relationships in the knowledge base, the consistency and drift of users’ interests, and cross-domain correlations. Then we propose a global recommendation model which utilizes the aforementioned heuristics and features. We apply the same global recommendation model to different user click logs to achieve personalized recommendation results for different users. We then propose personalized recommendation models for different users to further distinguish users’ behaviors at the model level. Empirical studies and analysis in Section 4.5 demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework over traditional entity recommendation techniques.

The major contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

• **Conceptual**: In order to improve user information discovery experience, we study a novel application, *i.e.*, personalized entity recommender system for search engine users, which requires good understanding on both user click log and the Freebase knowledge base.

• **Modeling**: We design a general learning framework which can model different features from both user click log and Freebase entity graph at different granularity levels.

• **Experimental**: We conduct experiments on user click data extracted from a commercial
search engine. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed framework in comparison with several popular recommendation algorithms.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the background and preliminaries of this study. Section 4.3 discusses features and heuristics in user click log and the Freebase entity graph. Section 4.4 introduces the proposed entity recommender framework. Experiments and results are discussed in Section 4.5. Conclusions and future works are presented at the end of the paper.

4.2 Background and Preliminaries

In this section we present background and preliminaries of this study, including input data format and the definition of the entity recommendation problem of our study.

4.2.1 User Click Log

User click log contains the web pages users visited when using search engines. For each user, a user log sequence can be collected by sequentially connecting web pages this user visited following an ascending timestamp order. We denote user click log sequence for user \( u \) as

\[
L^u = \langle e^u_1, e^u_2, ..., e^u_t, ..., e^u_T \rangle,
\]

where \( e^u_t \) is the web page \( u \) visited at timestamp \( t \). Attributes including timestamp, language of the web page, dwelling time of the visiting event, time of day, etc., may be utilized for entity recommendation task as well.

Additionally, we use \( L^u_t \) to represent the user log history of user \( u \) from timestamp 1 to \( t - 1 \), i.e., \( L^u_t = \langle e^u_1, e^u_2, ..., e^u_{t-1} \rangle \). We name timestamp \( T \), the most recent timestamp in the user log sequence of \( u \), the target timestamp. When evaluating recommendation results, we use \( L^u_T \) as input and recommend potential entities of interest to user \( u \) at timestamp \( T \). We define \( e^u_T \) as the entity page that \( u \) actually visited at \( T \), and use this entity page as the ground truth when comparing different recommender systems in Section 4.5.
The top two layers (“Users” and “Web Pages”) in Figure 4.3 illustrate the relationship between users and web pages in user click log.

4.2.2 Freebase Entity Graph

Freebase [8] is a large collaborative knowledge base consisting of entities and relationships composed mainly by its community members. It now contains 1.9 billion instances of relationships between 40 million entities. Freebase is widely used in academia and industry in many research problems and applications [41] [51].

Each entity in Freebase are associated with some URLs that are related to this entity. For example, for the movie entity “Jobs” by utilizing the relationships “/common/topic/official_website” and “/common/topic/topic_equivalent_webpage”, we can obtain this movie’s official site, IMDb pages as well as Wikipedia pages. Moreover, we can also get other types of entities related to this movie, including actors, directors, genres, producers, etc.

The bottom two layers (“Web Pages” and “Entities & Relations”) in Figure 4.3 present the relationship between web pages and Freebase entity graph. Moreover, in this study, we use the phrases “Freebase”, “knowledge base” and “entity graph” interchangeably.

4.2.3 Mapping URLs to Entities

With the definitions in Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.2.2 we can now map users’ clicked URLs in user log to the corresponding entities in Freebase, as demonstrated in Figure 4.3. A user’s interests can now be represented by a set of entities and web pages this user visited before. The visited entities and web pages as well as various relationships between these entities can be utilized for making personalized recommendation for this user.

4.2.4 Problem Definition

With the definitions of user click log and Freebase entity graph, we define entity recommendation problem for search engine users as follows:

\[ \text{http://www.freebase.com/m/0j7j4ls} \]
Given a set of user click log sequences $L$, the Freebase entity graph $G$, and a specific click log sequence $L_u^T$ of user $u$, an entity recommendation model for search engine users should be able to recommend potential entities of interest to user $u$ at timestamp $T$. We denote this recommendation result as $\hat{e}_u^T$.

Important notations used in the rest of the paper can be found in Table 4.1.

4.3 Exploring The Data

In this section, we discuss features and heuristics in search engine user click log and the Freebase entity graph, which can be advantageous when building entity recommender systems for search engine users.

4.3.1 Consistency and Drift of User Interest

Modeling user interests is crucial in building entity recommender systems. For a specific user, his or her interests usually cover only a small number of topics over a certain time period. A user may be interested in “X-Files” related information this week, and then begins to search for romantic movie related web pages the next week. Recommending related entities in a timely manner can assist the information gathering process of this user.

One possible way of recommending entities to users with this motivation is to estimate conditional probabilities (a.k.a co-click or co-occurrence) between entities in recent user click log. With learned conditional probabilities, given a user log sequence $L_u^T$, recommendation score for certain entity $\hat{e}_u^T$ can be calculated as follows:

$$r(\hat{e}_u^T, L_u^T) \propto \sum_{e_t^u \in L_u^T} P(\hat{e}_u^T | e_t^u).$$ (4.1)

Conditional probability between entities is easy to estimate and can be very effective with sufficient training data. However, such approach can only recommend entities that have previously been observed in the user log before, hence it suffers from the cold start problem for newly introduced entities.

Although user interests might follow one theme or topic in a certain time period, eventually
they change over time. We demonstrate this phenomenon by measuring similarities between entities (using pairwise shortest distance-based method in entity graph) from different days in the same user log sequence. In Figure 4.4(a), we sum up user log similarities of all users for each day and plot the accumulated similarity difference between days with a heat map (both axes represent date, 0 is March 1st, 1 is March 2nd, etc). Red color indicates high similarity while blue indicates dissimilarity. One can observe that the accumulated user log similarity is higher when the two dates are closer. Notice that the heat map possesses a 7-day periodic pattern, which is caused by users’ weekly behavior repeat.

To eliminate such periodic patterns, we aggregate similarity differences between days and plot it against day difference (1 means the entity similarities are one day apart) (Figure 4.4(b)). The scale of y-axis has been removed to comply with the company’s non-disclosure policy. In both plots, users’ interests stay relatively consistent when the time interval is small (1 or 2 days), but change dramatically when the time interval is big (2 weeks).

In order to provide satisfying recommendation results, an entity recommender system should model both the consistency and the drift of user interest simultaneously. When recommending entities, the recommender system should rely more on recent behaviors, less on the old behaviors and age user log with a time decay function accordingly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$e^u_t$</td>
<td>entity page user $u$ visited at timestamp $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L, G$</td>
<td>user log and entity graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_t(\cdot, \cdot)$</td>
<td>temporal similarity of two page visiting events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_u(\cdot, \cdot)$</td>
<td>similarity between two user log sequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{e}^u_T$</td>
<td>recommended entity to user $u$ at timestamp $T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L^u_t$</td>
<td>user log sequence of $u$ from timestamp 1 to $t - 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N(\cdot)$</td>
<td>user log subsequence neighbors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S(\cdot, \cdot)$</td>
<td>a user log or entity graph pairwise feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>parameters for recommendation models</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.4: User interests drift over time ((a) is the user interest similarity heat map and (b) is the aggregated user interest similarity plot again time difference)

4.3.2 Entity Relationships in Entity Graph

The entity relationship heterogeneity of the Freebase entity graph provides possibilities of measuring entity similarities from different perspectives. Taking the movie entity graph schema in Figure 2.1(b) as an example, we can claim two movies are similar if they share the same genres (movie-genre relation), cast (movie-actor relation), or directors (movie-director relation). Additionally, previous studies [38] [59] introduced approaches to quantitatively measure entity similarities in entity graphs, and suggested that entities which are connected by different types of paths could be similar for different reasons. Entity relationships and similarity measurements can help capture users’ different interests when defining entity recommendation models.

4.3.3 Cross-Domain Correlation

When building recommendation models in one domain, e.g., movie recommendation, certain seemingly irrelevant information can also contribute (e.g., users’ preferences in books and music). In order to demonstrate this cross-domain correlation heuristic, we calculate the conditional probabilities between movie entities and two non-movie websites with user click log from summer 2012. The top 10 movies correlated with each website can be found in Table 4.2.

We first observe that the two ranking lists are substantially different. Comic Book Resources, \footnote{comicbookresources.com, a comic book discussion website}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>comicbookresources.com</th>
<th>ruelala.com</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The Avengers</td>
<td>Magic Mike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Spider-Man</td>
<td>The Avengers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The Dark Knight Rises</td>
<td>Prometheus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Prometheus</td>
<td>Moonrise Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Men In Black 3</td>
<td>Ted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Iron Man 2</td>
<td>Snow White and Huntsman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Superman: The Man of Steel</td>
<td>Savages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Thor</td>
<td>Hunger Games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Snow White and Huntsman</td>
<td>Rock of Ages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Battleship</td>
<td>The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

users are mostly interested in comic book based sci-fi movies, including Spider-Man, Superman, Thor, etc. Rue La La users, however, prefer romantic movies, e.g., Magic Mike, Moonrise Kingdom, and Rock of Ages. Based on the above observation, we believe by incorporating cross-domain information when defining recommendation models, the quality of the recommendation results could be potentially improved. Most importantly, it can also greatly alleviate the cold start problem. When we know nothing about a user in a target domain, cross-domain information becomes critical in personalizing recommendation process.

### 4.3.4 Feature Calculation

Based on the above discussion, in Table 4.3, we present representative features generated from both user click log and Freebase, which can be potentially useful in building movie recommendation models. We group these features into four categories: entity graph path features which measure similarities between movies using the PathSim method [59]; entity graph binary features which are defined with important entity graph relationships; entity graph content features which utilize content based attributes to measure entity similarities; user log features which are generated from user click log following different heuristics.

Entity graph path features are defined along different types of paths in entity graph. We use the entity types on paths to represent the path types when there is no ambiguity (e.g., movie—actor—movie). If two entities are linked together by paths following one certain path type,
Table 4.3: Representative Features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity Graph Path Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>movie−actor−movie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movie−director−movie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movie−producer−movie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movie−star−movie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movie−writer−movie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movie−genre−movie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movie−language−movie</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity Graph Binary Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>is_prequel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_sequel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actor−movie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>director−movie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>producer−movie</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity Graph Content Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>release date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>description similarity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

User Log Features

| co-click                                  | conditional probability between entities |
| global popularity                         | movie popularity of all time            |
| local popularity                          | movie popularity today                  |
| cross-domain                              | cross-domain correlation                |

following [59], we can calculate the similarity score between these two entities with Equation (4.2):

\[
S_P(e_i, e_j) = \frac{2 \times |\{p_{e_i \sim e_j} : p_{e_i \sim e_j} \in \mathcal{P}\}|}{|\{p_{e_i \sim e_i} : p_{e_i \sim e_i} \in \mathcal{P}\}| + |\{p_{e_j \sim e_j} : p_{e_j \sim e_j} \in \mathcal{P}\}|}
\]  

(4.2)

where \( \mathcal{P} \) represents the path type. \( p_{e_i \sim e_j} \) is a path between \( e_i \) and \( e_j \), \( p_{e_i \sim e_i} \) is a path between \( e_i \) and \( e_i \), and \( p_{e_j \sim e_j} \) is a path between \( e_j \) and \( e_j \).

Entity graph binary features are defined with the existence of certain entity relationship. Entity graph content features are defined based on the content type. For example, we use exponential decay function to define the movie release date similarity and cosine similarity to measure movie description similarity.

All features we used in this project are normalized to the range of [0, 1]. One may notice that, although most of the features are pairwise features defined between two entities, point-wise features like popularity can facilitate the recommendation as well. In order to incorporate such point-wise features into the recommendation model, we rewrite such features in a pairwise format.
\( S(e_j) = S(\cdot, e_j) \). For such a pseudo-pairwise functions, no matter what the first parameter is, they always return the point-wise function value based on \( e_j \).

### 4.4 Recommendation Framework

With the features and heuristics discussed in Section 4.1 and 4.3, we present the proposed entity recommendation framework in this section.

#### 4.4.1 Global Recommendation Model

With features generated from user click log and the Freebase dataset, considering the consistency and drift of user interest over time, we propose the following global entity recommendation model (Equation 4.3):

\[
r(\hat{e}_u^T; L_u^T, \theta) = \sum_{e_t^T \in L_u^T} w_t(\hat{e}_u^T, e_t^T) \sum_{k=1}^{K} \theta_k S_k(\hat{e}_u^T, e_t^T)
\]

where \( w_t(e_T, e_t) \) is the temporal similarity function between two entity page visiting events, defined as \( w_t(e_T, e_t) = \beta e^{-\alpha(T-t)} \). Intuitively, if timestamp \( T \) and \( t \) are nearby, \( w_t \) will assign a high similarity to these two events. However, if \( T \) and \( t \) are two remote timestamps, \( w_t \) will be small, which means \( e_t^u \) will have less effect on the recommendation results at \( T \).

\( S(\cdot, \cdot) \) are pairwise features as defined in the previous section, and \( K \) is the total number of features. \( \theta \) are the parameters for the global model, representing different weights of these features. With the global recommendation model, given a user log sequence \( L_u^T \), we can assign recommendation scores to possible entities and return the entities with high scores to user \( u \) as the recommendation results.

To estimate \( \theta \) in global recommendation model, we first denote the margin between the ground truth entity \( e_T^u \) (the entity \( u \) actually visited at \( T \)) and the entity with the highest recommendation score besides \( e_T^u \), as follows:

\[
g(\hat{e}_T^u; L_T^u, \theta) = r(\hat{e}_T^u; L_T^u, \theta) - r(e_m^u; L_T^u, \theta)
\]

where \( e_m^u = \arg\max_{e \neq \hat{e}_T^u} r(e; L_T^u, \theta) \). As explained above, \( e_m^u \) is the entity with the highest recom­
mendation besides $e_T^u$. $\theta$ can be estimated by minimizing the following objective function:

$$O_g(\theta) = -\sum_u g(e_T^u; L_T^u, \theta) + \frac{\lambda}{2} \|\theta\|_2^2,$$

(4.5)

where $\lambda$ controls $L_2$ regularization to prevent over-fitting.

Objective function defined in Equation 4.5 is one possible way to estimate global model parameters. One can adopt other margin measures when defining $g$, like hinge loss, or kernel based similarity. Moreover, we can also directly optimize ranking-based metrics like reciprocal rank (Equation 4.12) by defining the margin as follows:

$$g'_u(e_T^u; L_T^u, \theta) = RR(e_T^u; L_T^u, \theta) - RR(e_m^u; L_T^u, \theta),$$

(4.6)

where $RR(e; L_T, \theta)$ is the reciprocal rank score of entity $e$ given $\theta$ and $L_T$. However, due to scalability consideration, we need to choose the most computational efficient method. Equation 4.4 only requires the calculation of the recommendation scores of $e_T^u$ and $e_m^u$. While to utilize Equation 4.6, we need to calculate the recommendation scores of all possible entities and rank them accordingly. Preliminary evaluation on a small dataset yields similar recommendation results from these two methods, suggesting that Equation 4.4 can achieve similar effectiveness as Equation 4.6. Hence, in this study, we use Equation 4.4 as the margin definition.

Global recommendation model takes advantage of various features from both user click log and the Freebase entity graph. However, when recommending entities to search engine users, we apply the same model to all the users, which may not be sufficient to capture user interest diversity.

### 4.4.2 Personalized Recommendation Model

In reality, search engine users have different interests and preferences. Moreover, they may like the same entities for different reasons. Some users may like comedy movies while others may prefer movies with famous actors. Even for the same movie, e.g., “The Dark Knight Rises”, some users are interested in this movie due to the superhero theme while other viewers might be the fans of the director. With the global model, the recommender system cannot distinguish users’ different preferences properly, which may lead to unsatisfying recommendation results. To better model
search engine users’ interests and preferences, we propose a personalized recommendation model as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    r(\hat{e}_T^u; L_T^u, \theta_u^u) &= \sum_{e_t^u \in L_T^u} w_t(\hat{e}_T^u, e_t^u) \sum_{k=1}^{K} S_k(\hat{e}_T^u, e_t^u) \theta_u^k. \\
    \text{(4.7)}
\end{align*}
\]

Different from Equation 4.3, personalized recommendation model requires a set of parameters \(\theta_u^u\) for each user.

When learning personalized models, directly maximizing margins between \(e_t^u\) and \(e_m^u\) as we did when learning the global model might not be as effective. Due to the data sparsity issue, we do not have sufficient data from one user to learn a personalized ranking model (we demonstrate this claim in Section 4.3). To alleviate such problem, when learning personalized models, we use both the user log history \(L_T^u\) of the target user, as well as other “similar” user log sequences, namely the \textit{neighbors} of \(L_T^u\), denoted by \(N(L_T^u)\). We provide the formal definition of \textit{neighbors} as well as an efficient approach to generate neighbors in Section 4.4.3.

Based on this philosophy, we propose the following per-user objective function to estimate parameters for the personalized models:

\[
\begin{align*}
    O_u(\theta_u^u) &= - \sum_{t=1}^{T} w_t(e_T^u, e_t^u) g(e_t^u; L_t^u, \theta_u^u) + \\
    & \quad \lambda_1 \sum_{L_T^u' \in N(L_T^u)} w_u(L_T^u', L_T^u) g(e_T^u; L_T^u, \theta_u^u) + \\
    & \quad \frac{1}{2} \lambda_2 \| \theta_u - \theta_g \|_2^2, \\
    \text{(4.8)}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(w_t(\cdot, \cdot)\) measures the temporal similarity of two visiting events, and \(w_u(\cdot, \cdot)\) measures the similarity between two user log sequences, the definition of which is given in Equation 4.10. We use \(\theta_g\) to represent the previous learned global model.

The personalized objective function \(O_u\) contains three terms. The first term in Equation 4.8 models the consistency and drift of user interest (Section 4.3.1). The personalized model parameters are learned to make predictions at \(T\) for each target user. We use these parameters to predict target user’s past behavior at a previous timestamp \((t, \text{from 1 to } T)\) given the corresponding user log sequence \(L_t^u\). The expected accuracy of such prediction is controlled by \(w_t(\cdot, \cdot)\), i.e., \(\theta_u^u\) should provide a more accurate prediction if the visiting events happened more recently. The second term
(λ₁) models the similarity between the target user log sequence and the neighbor sequences. We use parameters of \( u \) at \( T \) to predict the neighbors’ behaviors at their corresponding target timestamp \( T' \). Similarly, the expected accuracy of such prediction is controlled by \( w_u(\cdot, \cdot) \), i.e., \( \theta^u \) should explain the neighbor’s behavior more accurately if the neighbor and \( L^u_T \) are more similar. The third term (λ₂) defines the \( L_2 \) regularization between personalized models and the global model to prevent over-fitting.

The aforementioned data sparsity issue not only complicates parameter estimation process, but may also compromise the quality of the recommendations. With insufficient user log history, even with personalized models, the final recommendation results could be biased or unsatisfying. With the neighbor definition available for \( L^u_T \), we revisit the personalized recommendation model proposed in Equation 4.7 and propose a new neighborhood based personalized recommendation model in Equation 4.9:

\[
\begin{equation}
\hat{r}_n(e^u_t; L^u_T, \theta^u) = \hat{r}(e^u_t; L^u_T, \theta^u) + \lambda_1 \sum_{L^u_{T'} \in N(L^u_T)} w_u(L^u_{T'}, L^u_T) \hat{r}(e^u_t; L^u_{T'}, \theta^u).
\end{equation}
\]

In this neighborhood based recommendation function, besides personalized recommendation function defined in Equation 4.7, we also use neighbor log sequences of \( L^u_T \) to facilitate recommendation. Neighbors contribute to the recommendation score differently based on the similarity between a neighbor log sequence and the log sequence of the target user \( L^u_T \). \( \lambda_1 \) controls the percentage of the neighborhood recommendation score. When \( L^u_T = \emptyset \), i.e., for a new user with no user log history, the first term of \( \hat{r}_n(\cdot) \) becomes zero, and the recommendation score will be decided by only its neighbors. In this situation, the \( w_u(\cdot, \cdot) \) function will be 1 for all users in the dataset, i.e., all users are neighbors of \( L^u_T \) with the same neighbor similarity. Thus this personalized model degenerates to the global model defined in Equation 4.3. When the log history of the target user is long and dense (active users), the recommendation score will mostly rely on the user’s previous behavior and the impact from the neighbors will be lessened accordingly.

Discussion and performance comparison between Equation 4.7 and Equation 4.9 are presented.
4.3 User Log Sequence Neighbors

As stated above, due to data sparsity, we may not have enough data from one user to learn a personalized recommendation model. Also insufficient personal user log sequence \(L_u^T\) may compromise recommendation results. To alleviate this issue, we define similar user log sequences of \(L_u^T\) as neighbors of the target sequence, denoted by \(N(L_u^T)\). We first define user log sequence similarity function as follows:

\[
w_u(L_u^T, L_u^T') = \frac{r(E; L_u^T, \theta_g) \cdot r(E; L_u^T', \theta_g)}{\|r(E; L_u^T, \theta_g)\| \|r(E; L_u^T', \theta_g)\|},
\]

where \(r(E; \cdot)\) represents the corresponding recommendation score vector over the entire entity space given certain user log \(L\) and the global model \(\theta_g\). \(\|\cdot\|\) calculates the \(L_2\) norm of the recommendation score vectors.

When searching for neighbors, we use user log subsequences \(L_t = \langle e_1, e_2, ..., e_{t-1} \rangle\) as neighbor candidates. Based on the above definition, traditional K-NN method takes \(O(N^2)\) to find the nearest neighbors for all user log sequences. However, by employing random projection based locality sensitive hashing, we can estimate the nearest neighbors of all user log sequences in \(O(N)\). Details of this method can be found in [65].

With the learned personalized recommendation models for search engine users, for a target user \(u\), the recommender system can now assign recommendation scores to potential entities of interest based on the user log history and the neighborhood information. By presenting the top-\(K\) entities when \(u\) searches for related web content in search engines, the proposed system can facilitate user’s information discovery process and further improve the overall user experience of the search engines.

4.4.4 Parameter Estimation

In Equation 4.4, we utilize the margins between \(e_u^T\), the target entity, and \(e_m^u\), the entity with the highest score besides \(e_u^T\) given a certain \(\theta\). Notice that the entity ranking order changes with \(\theta\), thus \(e_m^u\) changes accordingly, which makes \(g\) in Equation 4.4 non-continuous and both objective functions (Equations 4.5 and 4.8) non-convex. Non-convex optimization methods, e.g., Powell’s method, are mostly computationally intractable. Considering the size of the training dataset (commercial search
engine user log and the Freebase entity graph), we use the following method to approximate the results.

Although Equations 4.5 and 4.8 are non-convex during the entire optimization process, when fixing $e^u_m$, both functions will become convex and differentiable. Due to the limitation of space, we here only give the partial derivative of Equation 4.4 with a fixed $e^u_m$ as follows. The gradients of the two objective functions can be obtained accordingly:

$$\frac{\partial g}{\partial \theta_k} = \sum_{e^u_t \in L^u_T} w_t(e^u_T, e^u_I) \left( S_k(e^u_T, e^u_I) - S_k(e^u_m, e^u_I) \right). \tag{4.11}$$

With this observation, we can now employ the well-studied and efficient iterative convex optimization techniques to estimate the models. In each iteration, given the current $\theta$, we first calculate and fix $e^u_m$, and then compute the gradient of the objective function accordingly. Similar optimization methods have been employed before in [20], and it is known that such approximation may lead to a local minimum. One possible way to overcome this issue is to execute the optimization process multiple times with randomly initialized $\theta$, and choose the parameters which produce the best results. We compared Powell’s method and this method on a small dataset. Similar results are generated separately, which suggests the proposed objective function can be approximately estimated in this way. With the approximated gradient, we use L-BFGS to finally estimate the recommendation models.

### 4.5 Experiments

In this section, we implement both global and personalized entity recommendation models proposed in Section 4.4 along with several popular and state-of-the-art recommendation methods which fit in the problem definition of this study. We apply these methods on a user log dataset collected from a commercial search engine, and the entity graph extracted from Freebase. We then perform a series of experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed models. We present experimental results with discussion and performance analysis in this section.
4.5.1 Datasets

Although the proposed recommendation framework is generic, we take movie related entity recommendation as a case study in the following experiments. We use three months user click log collected from a commercial search engine in 2012 as the user log dataset. We then extracted the corresponding subgraph from Freebase. Note that this extracted Freebase dataset not only contains movie entities, but also contains other related entities as well as the relationships between these entities, including actors, directors, producer, etc. Moreover, the URLs related to those movie entities can also obtained in order to map users’ clicked URLs to movie related entities. Finally, after jointing the collected user click log and the Freebase entity graph, we sampled approximately 1,000,000 users with at least one movie related entity page visiting activity in the dataset. Data distribution of the movie entity related user log dataset can be found in Figure 4.5.

To comply with the company’s non-disclosure policy, we hide both axis scales of the plots. The first plot is users’ entity page visiting frequency (number of users v.s. visit frequency) distribution, which follows a power law distribution. One can notice that most users only visited a small number of movies related entity pages in the dataset. Similarly, the second plot, movies’ entity page visiting frequency distribution (number of movies v.s. visit frequency) is also a power law distribution. From this plot, we can observe that the majority of movie related entity pages have only been visited for a small number of times while only a very small number of movies have been viewed frequently. These two plots demonstrate the sparsity issue of the user log dataset.
4.5.2 Performance Test

We partition the entire user log dataset into two sets: 10,000 users with their corresponding user log sequences are sampled as the test dataset, and the rest user log data are used as the training dataset. As described in problem definition, we adopt the leave-one-out validation method to evaluate the performance, i.e., given the user log sequence $L_u^T$, which contains entity pages $u$ visited from timestamp 1 to $T - 1$, we attempt to predict the entity $u$ visited at $T$. We call this entity $e_u^T$ the ground truth entity. We use top-10 mean reciprocal rank (MRR) as the evaluation metric:

$$MRR = \frac{1}{|D_{test}|} \sum_{i=1}^{|D_{test}|} \frac{1}{\text{rank}(e_u^T)},$$

(4.12)

where $|D_{test}|$ is the size of the test dataset and $\text{rank}(e_u^T)$ represents the rank of the ground truth entity $e_u^T$ with certain recommendation function. $\text{rank}(e_u^T)$ will be 0 if the recommendation model can not rank $e_u^T$ in the top-10 results. Notice that a larger MRR indicates better performance.

Models proposed in this study are implemented as follows:

- Global recommendation model: estimate global recommendation model $\theta_g$ using Equation 4.5 and recommend entities with Equation 4.3.

- Personalized recommendation model without neighbor data: estimate personalized recommendation model $\theta_u^T$ with Equation 4.8 and recommend entities with Equation 4.7. We abbreviate this method as $PRM$.

- Personalized recommendation model with neighbor data: estimate personalized recommendation model $\theta_u^T$ with Equation 4.8 and recommend entities using Equation 4.9. We abbreviate this method as $PRM-KNN$.

We implement the following popular recommendation approaches besides the proposed methods. Features and models of all methods are learned in the training dataset and MRRs are calculated based on the recommendation performances in test dataset.

- Global Popularity: recommend the most popular (most frequently visited) movies in the entire user log training dataset;
Table 4.4: Experiment Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MRR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global Popularity</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Popularity</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Domain</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix Factorization</td>
<td>0.160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-Click</td>
<td>0.340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Model</td>
<td>0.354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRM</td>
<td>0.361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRM-KNN</td>
<td>0.451</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Local Popularity: recommend the most popular movies of the day;
- Cross-Domain: recommend movies based on users’ non-movie web page visiting log;
- Co-Click: estimate conditional probabilities between entities and recommend movies using Equation 4.1;
- Implicit binary matrix factorization: build binary user-entity implicit feedback matrix with test user log dataset, and apply the matrix factorization method presented in [27], to recommend entities to users.

To make a fair comparison, we apply the same feature set to all three proposed recommendation models. All methods are able to generate a recommendation score given a user log sequence $L_U^T$ and the target entity $e_U^T$. Ideally we should evaluate all entities with each method and rank these entities accordingly, which can be, however, very time consuming. Also as presented in Figure 4.5, most users are only interested in a small number of entities, which makes evaluating all entities for each user unnecessary and excessive. For simplicity and efficient reasons, each method will only rank a set of most promising candidates, which are pooled by different features. With this evaluation process, the MRR scores reported in this study are the lower bounds of the actual performances of these methods. Performance results of all the recommendation approaches are presented in Table 4.4.

In Cross-Domain method, we estimate the conditional probabilities of movie entities with 3,000 popular websites. This method gives a similar performance of the popularity based methods. Among these three single feature methods, local popularity approach performs the best with
$MRR = 0.043$. Binary matrix factorization method reaches $MRR = 0.160$ in the dataset. Although matrix factorization performs well in traditional recommendation problem, it could not fully take advantage of the heuristics and features generated from user click log and the entity graph. In order to thoroughly evaluate matrix factorization based recommender systems, we also implemented technique proposed in [35], which utilizes temporal information during matrix factorization process, but the performance does not change as much. One possible explanation is that matrix factorization method heavily depends on the learned user and item factors, $U$ and $V$; if these two matrices are not accurately learned due to the noises or the data sparsity, adding other factors like temporal information, or other contextual information may not achieve significantly better performance as expected.

Co-Click model (conditional probability between entities) outperforms all baseline methods, which makes it the strongest baseline method for this problem. As stated in Section 4.4, with a sufficient amount of data (approximately 1 million users’ log), co-click can be very effective and provide satisfying recommendation results.

The proposed global recommendation model takes advantage of pairwise similarity features extracted from both entity graph and user log. In our experiments, parameters are estimated with $L$-$BFGS$ with a randomly sampled 5,000 user log sequences. Regularization term $\lambda$ in Equation 4.5 is set to 0.2 which is determined by cross validation.

Personalized recommendation framework, different from global recommendation model, assigns a different recommendation model to each user. Parameters in each personalized recommendation model are estimated with the target user log sequence $L_u^T$ as well as the neighborhood data. With personalized parameters, users’ behaviors and interests patterns can be better interpreted. In this experiment, we use the same set of features when defining personalized models as in the global model. We use $\theta_g$ from global recommendation model in the regularization term of Equation 4.7 as well as neighbor similarity function (Equation 4.10). Neighborhood similarity threshold in Equation 4.10 is set to 0.5. In neighbor similarity definition, $E$ represents the entire entity space. For simplicity reason, we only use partial entity space (5,000 entities) to estimate neighborhood similarity. This estimation could damage the performance of both personalized recommendation methods (PRM and PRM-KNN).
For computational efficiency, we set the upper bound of neighborhood size of each user to 80, i.e., if the random projection of user log $L^u_T$ is “popular” and a large number of similar neighbors are found, we only randomly sample 80 neighbors when estimating personalized models. Two regularization parameters ($\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$) in Equation 4.8 are set to 0.05 and 0.1 respectively and similar to global recommendation model, these two parameters are estimated with cross validation. We use the global temporal similarity function $w_t(\cdot, \cdot)$ in personalized recommendation models although later experiments suggest personalized temporal similarity function may lead to better performance, since the rates of user interest drift are different.

As discussed in previous section, when recommending entities using personalized models, we can either include neighbor data or only use the target user’s click log history. Based on experiment results, when only using target user log, the improvement of performance is not as significant compared to global recommendation model (1.98% improvement on MRR). But when including neighbor data during recommendation, a much more significant performance boost can be achieved (27.4%). Analysis and discussions of the personalized recommendation models are presented in the next subsection.

### 4.5.3 Personalized Recommendation Model Performance

In the following experiments, we analyze the performance change of the proposed personalized recommendation framework in different scenarios.

**With Different Entity Frequencies**

We first study the correlation between performance of the personalized recommendation method and the frequency of the target movie. We split the test dataset based on the frequency of the target movies and apply personalized recommendation models on each group. The results of this experiment can be found in Figure 4.6(a). Based on the results, one can notice that popular movies (movies which appear frequently in the user log dataset) are easier to predict than other movies. Two reasons may be able to explain this performance change. First, features in recommendation models favor popular movies, e.g., global and local popularity. The co-click feature provides more accurate prediction with popular movies considering the frequency of these movies in the training
dataset. Second, with sufficient training data for popular movies, high quality recommendation models can be learned in such scenarios, thus MRR will be increased accordingly.

With Different Neighborhood Sizes

The second experiment we conducted on analyzing personalized recommendation framework is to study the correlation between recommendation performance and the number of neighbors that locality sensitive hashing technique can find for different user log sequences. Results are presented in Figure 4.6(b). From the plot one can notice that the more neighbors each user log sequence has, the better recommendation results our framework can provide. Two reasons might be able to explain this phenomenon. First, based on Equation 4.8, more neighbors indicate more data during parameter estimation, so that a higher quality recommendation model can be obtained in this situation. Second, user log sequences with more neighbors, a.k.a., the “popular” user log sequences, are usually associated with popular movie entities. Based on the previous experiment, user log sequences with more neighbors are usually easier to model which leads to a better recommendation results.

With Different Sequence Lengths

The third performance analysis experiment we conducted is to study whether any correlation exists between personalized recommendation performance and the length of the user log sequences. Similar to the two previous experiments, we split the test users into groups based on the lengths of their user log sequences, and apply personalized recommendation models on each group. The
results of this study can be found in Figure 4.6(c). The result plot indicates that the performance of the proposed method peaks when lengths of user log sequences are from 3 to 5. Shorter and longer user log sequences lead to compromised performances. When a user log sequence is too short (red circle in the plot), not enough data are available when estimating parameters, which could damage the quality of the personalized models. When a user log sequence is too long (green circle in the plot), user’s interests may drift overtime severely, and such information varying can be hard to capture with a global temporal similarity function. Another possible explanation for the compromised performance when user log sequence is long, is the existence of Internet-addict users. These users visit a large number of entity pages with a broad interests, which makes building personalized recommendation model for these users very challenging.

One might argue that, since performance peaks when user log sequence length is in the range of 3 to 5, old visiting events might not help as much as the most recent 3 to 5 web page visiting events. To verify this hypothesis, we chop all user log sequences to length 3 (only preserve the most recent 3 web page visiting events) and apply personalized recommendation method on this dataset. MRR dropped to 0.114 which is much lower than the best performance we can obtain when using all user web page visiting events. This experiment demonstrates that previous behavior does help entity recommendation in the near future. As we stated before, personalized temporal similarity function might be able to capture the each user’s interest drift more accurately, with which recommendation performance can be improved.

This performance analysis experiment also explains the performance improvement of personalized recommendation method when using neighborhood data during recommendation. As discussed above, the compromised performance in red circle in Figure 4.6(c) is due to lack of data, and as shown in Figure 4.5 the majority of users only have a very limited number of web page visiting events so these users belong to the red circle. Adding neighborhood data during recommendation helps lessen the data sparsity problem so that it can improve the performance for most users resulting the significant result improvement in Table 4.4.
4.6 Conclusion

In this work, we study to bridge the gap between search engines and recommender systems. We propose the entity recommendation problem by utilizing user click log and the Freebase entity graph. We present a generic entity recommendation framework which utilizes various pairwise similarity features extracted from both user log dataset and the entity graph. The proposed recommendation framework takes advantage of the consistency and drift natures of user interest, different types of entity relationships as well as several other heuristics, which are crucial to build such a recommendation system. During empirical studies, we compared our proposed methods with several existing popular and state-of-the-art recommendation approaches and demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. We also analyze the performance of our methods under different scenarios, explain the philosophies behind the proposed models and discuss possible revisions to improve performances in special cases.

With the fast development of search engines and recommender systems, studies on bridging these two popular systems as does this study could benefit both applications and vastly improve user experience when employing such hybrid system. Interesting future studies include recommender techniques which can incorporate users’ feedback on-the-fly, systematic pairwise and non-pairwise feature generation given a new domain, as well as a revised on-line version of the framework in which parameters can be estimated efficiently in almost real time.
Chapter 5

Citation Prediction in Bibliographic Networks

5.1 Overview

Searching for related scientific literature is the first and an essential step for nearly all scientific research disciplines. Researchers want to find highly related publications to their own research fields and topics, so that they can learn from related works, compare with previous methods as well as develop new research ideas. However, with the rapid development of science and engineering, a gigantic number of research papers are published each year on various research topics and areas. It is impossible for researchers to follow or read all publications in his/her research fields. Hence a system which could help scientific researchers organize relevant publications is in high demand. Such a system should be able to retrieve high quality publications given research topics, and also measure the relevance between existing publications and the researchers’ current works.

Google Scholar, PubMed and other key-word-based literature search engines allow users to query publications based on key-word and other related information, e.g., authors, time period of publication. They also provide related articles by measuring document similarity between papers. Although these systems find relevant papers and make literature search easier than before, key-word-based approach still returns thousands or millions of relevant papers. For example, Google Scholar returns more than 2 million papers with the query “link prediction”, and more than 5 million results with the query “citation”. Researchers can easily be overwhelmed by this huge number of relevant papers. Instead of going through a large number of papers which match key-word queries, researchers prefer to only review a relatively smaller number of publications closely related to their research topics, research communities and fields, and of high quality, so that they can read these papers and even use them as references directly. To meet this requirement, we here study citation prediction problem in bibliographic information networks. Aiming to help researchers find highly
related publications effectively and efficiently, we propose a new citation prediction model and use this model to answer citation queries.

Citation prediction aims to find the potential citation relationships in bibliographic networks. Yet it is different from other link prediction problems. For example, citation relationship is directed, while friends recommendation or co-authorship prediction are often undirected. Links among co-authors in publication datasets tend to form communities and have high structural locality, because authors tend to collaborate with researchers within their own research group or with researchers they collaborated before. However, high quality and relevant papers can be from anywhere. Due to the evolution of on-line library systems, scientific researchers can easily get access to nearly all available digitized publications. They can find and review any relevant previous paper on bibliographic networks, which leads to a relatively sparse yet even distribution in citation link space. Traditional link prediction methods commonly rely on the aforementioned locality assumption, which makes these methods ineffective for citation prediction.

On the other hand, citation prediction methods should be able to measure document similarity and capture topic distribution in bibliographic information networks. However, solely relying on topic modeling methods is not sufficient for citation prediction either. Although the number of papers is tremendous, research topics are comparably limited. Hundreds or even thousands of papers could share the same topic, which makes topic similarity a very weak evidence in citation prediction. Additionally, many critical features which might be more related to citation prediction cannot be represented by topic similarity easily. For example, if one paper is written by a well-known researcher in the field, the probability of this paper getting cited by a future publication is higher than a paper by a new researcher. Similarly, ranking of the publication venues (conferences / journals) and the reputation of research groups all affect citation probability. Furthermore, researchers tend to cite papers of their own, papers within their research groups, or papers of their peers for different reasons. All these heuristics are hiding among bibliographic network structure, and these information cannot be represented using topic similarity.

In this chapter, we study how to predict citation relationship in bibliographic information network effectively and efficiently. We propose a novel two-step approach, attempt to capture both topic and document similarities as well as hidden network structures that are sensitive to citation
relationships. With this approach, we setup a citation query system. Given author information, target publication venues and certain text description, e.g., title and abstract, of a query paper, our citation query system searches papers in a publication network and returns a list of relevant papers, ranked by the probability of being cited by the query paper. In order to answer citation queries fast and accurately, we first build discriminative term buckets, which is a data structure that can capture document and topic similarities without breaking possible citation relations. We then assign papers into different buckets, which reduces search space for both model learning and citation query answering. Second, we set up a meta-path-based feature space to interpret hidden network information in bibliographic networks, and define citation probability with meta-path-based features. With the help of discriminative term buckets and meta-path-based feature space, it is now possible to learn a citation prediction model and use this model to answer citation queries.

The major contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows:

- We propose the problem of citation prediction in a bibliographic network, and analyze the differences between this problem and the related work, e.g., traditional link prediction solutions.

- We propose a new data structure namely discriminative term buckets in order to capture both document similarity and potential citation relationship.

- We propose to use a meta-path-based feature space to interpret structural information in citation prediction, and define citation probability with these feature.

- Experiments on real dataset show that we can predict citation relationship with high accuracy and efficiency compared with the state-of-the-art link prediction methods.

In the rest of the chapter, we first discuss discriminative term bucket data structure and present how to construct term buckets efficiently in Section 5.2. Meta-path-based feature space building and citation prediction model learning are described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. Experiments and results are presented followed by the conclusions of this study.
5.2 Discriminative Term Bucketing

For most citation relations, the prerequisite is a positive topic and/or term correlation between two papers, i.e., these two papers belong to the same research area, share similar research topics or try to solve a similar problem. Therefore, the first step of our citation prediction framework is to catch such topic or term correlation and measuring document similarity in the DBLP information network. Topic modeling methods are often chosen to achieve this requirement. By comparing topic distributions of paper pairs, one can calculate document correlation accordingly. However, topic modeling methods might not be suitable for citation prediction for two reasons. First, topic granularity is hard to determine in an unknown document collection. Second, topics might not be citation relationship discriminative. For example, if two papers belong to some background topics, which have high weights towards common words, this topic similarity cannot be used as an evidence for citation prediction.

Aiming to capture citation discriminative term correlation and measure document similarity in the DBLP information network, we propose a novel method named discriminative term bucketing (we refer this method as term bucketing in the rest of the paper). Very similar to the input and output of topic modeling methods, given a certain document collection $D$, term bucketing generates a number of buckets (similar to topics), each of which contains a set of terms. Papers in the collection can be distributed into different term buckets based on their terms. Moreover, one paper can belong to multiple buckets. Within each bucket, papers have a positive document similarity. The citation relationship probability is also higher among papers which share buckets than papers which do not.

Discriminative term bucketing contains three steps. First, we identify discriminative terms using a link space discriminative measure. This measure can find terms which are sensitive to citation relationships. Second, we treat such terms as the seeds of the buckets, and expand each bucket by adding in similar terms. Finally, we assign the entire paper collection into the bucket data structure.

In order to measure each term’s ability of identifying citation relationships, we first define citation discriminative measure. By generating term paper inverted index in $D$, for each term $t$, we collect all papers with $t$, and denote this paper set as $P_t$. We then treat each paper in $P_t$ as
a node, and build a complete graph. If two papers have a citation relationship, the link between
them will be marketed as positive, otherwise negative. We then define the positive-negative ratio
as the citation discriminative measure (CDM) for terms as in Equation 5.1.

\[ \forall t \in T, CDM_t = \frac{\text{count}(G_t, +1) + 1}{\text{count}(G_t, -1) + 1} \] (5.1)

where \( T \) is the training document collection for citation prediction, \( G_t \) is a \(|P_t| \times |P_t|\) matrix which
contains link labels in the complete link space and \( \text{count}(G, \text{label}) \) counts the number of links in \( G \)
that equals to \( \text{label} \).

After calculating \( CDM \) for each term, we can pick up terms with \( CDM \) higher than a pre-
defined threshold and use these terms as discriminative bucket seeds. Each seed term \( t \) defines a
discriminative term bucket \( B_t \). One should notice that, \( CDM \) is calculated on the training dataset.
However, in order to reduce search space in both model training and query answering processes, we
need to categorize all papers in both training and test datasets and put them into corresponding
term buckets. Training and test datasets are independent so that term distribution over these two
sets might be different. It is possible that discriminative terms generated in the training set do not
exist in the test set. So if term buckets only contain terms in the training dataset, categorizing
test papers will be difficult. In order to propagate citation discriminative information to the test
set, we use term expansion technique to find more terms in \( D \) (from both training and test sets)
for each bucket.

We expand each term bucket by introducing more terms which have high mutual information
with the bucket seeds. Mutual information can be used to measure the dependence of these two
terms. The heuristic is that seed terms are terms with citation information. If other terms are
highly dependent on seed terms, they should contain citation information as well. For a specific
discriminative term bucket \( B_{t_0} \) which contains bucket seed \( t_0 \), we iterate all terms in document set
\( D \), and calculate mutual information between each term \( t \) and \( t_0 \) using Equation 5.2:

\[ \forall t \in D, I(t_0, t) = Pr(t_0, t) \log\left( \frac{Pr(t_0, t)}{Pr(t_0)Pr(t)} \right) \] (5.2)

where \( D \) is the entire document collection, \( Pr(t_0, t) \) is the probability of both \( t_0 \) and \( t \) appear in
one document. This probability can be estimated using the number of documents which contains both $t_0$ and $t$ and the total number of documents in the collection. Similarly, $Pr(t_0)$ and $Pr(t)$ are the marginal probability density functions of terms $t_0$ and $t$ respectively.

For each term bucket, we select terms which have high mutual information score with the term seed using a pre-defined threshold $MI$. By adding these terms into term buckets, now each term bucket has multiple discriminative terms. Based on the term distribution, we can categorize both training and test papers into different buckets by checking whether a certain paper contains one or more terms in a bucket. One should notice that one paper can be assigned to more than one term buckets. Within each bucket, papers share terms as well as topic information so that they have high document similarity. Within the same buckets, papers have a higher probability of been cited by other papers. Term bucketing partitions the entire paper dataset into different buckets, and our citation prediction framework will only search within relevant buckets while learning prediction model and answering citation queries. This approach reduces search space. Based on our experiments, this approach improves both accuracy and efficiency.

One should notice that, $MI$ is an important parameter in citation prediction framework. If $MI$ is too low, the number of terms in each bucket will increase severely, which will increase search time complexity. If $MI$ is too high, the number of terms in each bucket will decrease, which means the ability of capture potential citation relations will be compromised. We will discussion this issue with experiments in Section 5.5.

### 5.3 Meta-Path-Based Feature Space

After constructing discriminative term buckets and categorizing both training and test papers into corresponding buckets, we introduced both document similarity as well as citation information into our framework. Papers within the same bucket or share a number of buckets usually share similar research topics and also have a higher probability to be cited by one another. Although term bucket structure helps reduce search space, the number of search candidates is still very large. We need to utilize structural features to capture more citation information and improve the prediction accuracy. In this section, we discuss meta-path-based features in the DBLP information network. We will introduce citation prediction model learning in the next section.
With meta-path and meta-path-based measurements defined in Chapter 2, a meta-path-based feature space \( F \) can be represented as a Cartesian product of the two sets:

\[
F = P \times M
\]  

(5.3)

where \( P \) is the set of possible meta-paths and \( M \) is the set of possible meta-path-based measures.

In a small heterogeneous network with a simple schema, in order to generate a comprehensive feature space, one can enumerate all meta-paths with a length constraint. However, it is impossible to permute all meta-paths in general. It is also not necessary to generate all meta-paths since some paths do not carry sufficient semantic meanings as others. In this project, rather than calculating meta-path-based features along all meta-paths, we select a subset of meta-paths with clear semantic meanings and use this subset to define citation probability.

5.4 Learning Citation Prediction Model

After building discriminative term buckets and meta-path-based feature space, we can now define the citation prediction model accordingly.

5.4.1 Citation Probability

As discussed in Section 5.1, citation probability should be a combination of both document similarity and structural information in a publication network. By utilizing discriminative term buckets and meta-path-based features, we can define citation probability as follows:

\[
Pr(label = 1 | p^{(1)}, p^{(2)} ; \theta) = \frac{e^z}{e^z + 1}
\]

where \( z = \sum_{f_i \in F'} \theta_i \cdot f_i(p^{(1)}, p^{(2)}) \). \( Pr(label = 1 | p^{(1)}, p^{(2)} ; \theta) \) is the probability that paper \( p^{(1)} \) cites paper \( p^{(2)} \). In the definition of citation probability, \( F' \) is the feature space defined on the DBLP heterogeneous information network in order to capture citation related information. We define \( F' = F \cup F_0 \), where \( F \) is the meta-path-based feature space from equation 5.3 and \( F_0 \) is a set of numerical features for target paper candidates. \( \theta_i \) is a normalized weight value for feature \( f_i \) which indicates
which feature is more important for citation prediction. Notice that we only use this definition when \( p^{(1)} \) and \( p^{(2)} \) belong to one or more term buckets, otherwise \( Pr(label = 1|p^{(1)}, p^{(2)}; \theta) = 0. \)

In order to generate a more comprehensive feature space, we add numerical features which can not be represented with meta-paths, including average H-Index [24] and publication venue ranking [61], to paper candidates. These two numerical features help boost prediction accuracy as supplements to meta-path-based feature space. H-Index measures the productivity and impact of the published works of a scholar, and publication venue ranking measures the reputation and the quality of the research paper indirectly. Both measures should be positively correlated with citation relationship. If the authors of one paper have a higher average H-Index and this paper is published in a highly ranked conference, the probability of this paper being cited by the query paper would be higher.

In order to learn the citation prediction model, we generate the training dataset which contains positive and negative examples of citation relations. However, the DBLP information network is extremely large and the citation relations are very sparse and limited. So search on the entire paper network can be time consuming and ineffective. Randomly generated negative examples can be arbitrary and contain very little representative information. In order to collect high quality training dataset, we use discriminative term buckets as a filter to first reduce the size of the information network, and only generate positive and negative training examples within term buckets. In this way, both positive and negative paper pairs have high document similarity and also high probability of forming citation relationships. Learning models on such training dataset improves the quality of the citation prediction model compared with randomly generated training dataset over the network.

We define the training dataset as follows:

\[
T = \{ (p_i^{(1)}, p_i^{(2)}, label) | \exists B_t, p_i^{(1)} \in B_t, p_i^{(2)} \in B_t \} 
\]  

where \( p^{(1)} \) and \( p^{(2)} \) are papers in the information network, and they should both belong to at least one discriminative term bucket.

In order to learn citation prediction model, we use logistic regression with \( L_2 \) regularization to
estimate the optimal $\theta$ given a training dataset $\mathcal{T}$.

$$\arg\min_{\theta} \sum_{i=1}^{n} -\log Pr(label|p^{(1)}_i, p^{(2)}_i; \theta) + \lambda \|\theta\|_2^2$$ (5.6)

With the objective function above, weights in the citation probability model can be estimated with standard optimization methods. We use MLE (Maximum Likelihood Estimation) in our experiments for parameter learning.

### 5.4.2 Citation Prediction Model

After learning the citation probability defined in Equation 5.4, we can now define a citation prediction model, and use this model to prediction possible citation relations or answer citation queries. The citation prediction model is defined in Equation 5.7:

$$cs = \log(1 + cbn(p^{(1)}, p^{(2)})) \cdot Pr(label = 1|p^{(1)}, p^{(2)}; \theta)$$ (5.7)

where $cs$ is short for citation score, and $cbn(p^{(1)}, p^{(2)})$ defines the number of common discriminative term buckets shared by papers $p^{(1)}$ and $p^{(2)}$.

Given a citation query paper $p^*$, we first look up $p^*$ in discriminative term bucket set $\mathcal{B}$, and find all buckets containing paper $p^*$. We define this subset as $B_{p^*}$. We then collect the papers belonging to the term bucket subset $B_{p^*}$, and denote this paper subset as $P(B_{p^*})$. For each paper $p$ in $P(B_{p^*})$, we calculate $cs(p^*, p)$. By ranking paper set $P(B_{p^*})$, the citation prediction framework can generate a ranked list of papers as the answers to query $p^*$.

One should notice that, we only calculate $cs$ between $p^*$ and papers which at least share one term bucket with $p^*$, which is only a subset of the entire paper dataset. In the next section, we conduct a set of experiments and compare our citation prediction framework with the state-of-the-art link prediction methods, which shows that our approach can find citation relations accurately and efficiently.
5.5 Experiments

We apply our citation prediction approach along with two state-of-the-art link prediction methods on a DBLP citation dataset generated by Tang et al. [62] in this section and compare their performances.

5.5.1 Dataset and Methods Setup

The original DBLP dataset does not contain citation relations. Tang et al. extracted citation information from other sources and generated a DBLP citation dataset. We use the citation information in this dataset as training examples as well as ground truth to verify different methods. Instead of using the entire dataset, we generated a subset which contains 464 publication venues, 29,615 papers and 215,502 citation relations. Papers in this subset focus on one of the four areas: data mining, database, information retrieval and artificial intelligence. Due to the high coherence of these research areas, citation relation distribution in this subset is scattered, which makes the task difficult and challenging. We convert this subset into a heterogeneous information network. This information network contains authors, papers, publication venues, and terms as entities (publication year as attribute), as well as paper author relations, paper venue relations, paper term relations as well as citation relations as links, all together 83,625 entities and 682,725 links.

In this study, in order to comprehensively describe different relationships between paper entities in the DBLP heterogeneous information network, we utilize seven different meta-paths between paper entities, which are $P-A-P$, $(P-A-P)^2$, $(P-A-P)^3$, $P-C-P$, $P-T-P$, $(P-T-P)^2$ and $(P-T-P)^3$. We use two meta-path compatible measures, which are newly proposed PathSim [59] and random walk with restart. By combining seven meta-paths and two meta-path-based measures together, we get total 14 different meta-path-based features. As mentioned in the previous section, we also use two numerical features in our feature space in order to have certain bias towards target paper candidates, which are average author H-Index and publication venue ranking score. In discriminative term bucket building step, in order to capture most term information, we use 0 as citation discriminative measure threshold (Equation 5.1) and 0.0003 as mutual information threshold during term expansion (Equation 5.2). With this setting, discriminative term buckets can capture nearly 90% of citation relations, i.e., for each citation relation in 90% of the total relations,
the two papers which defines this citation can be found in at least one term bucket. Moreover, search space can be reduced by 40% if our citation prediction framework only searches within term buckets.

The state-of-the-art link prediction methods which we compare with our framework in these experiments are personalized PageRank (denoted as \textit{pp} in figures and tables) \cite{13, 71} and path-constrained random walk \cite{38} (denoted as \textit{rw} or referred as trained random walk in figures and tables). Personalized PageRank is a very popular similarity measuring method which has been widely applied in different applications including link prediction, friend recommendation, as well as network clustering. As an unsupervised method, personalized PageRank simulates information passing along links between entities, and estimates similarity by calculating reachability from query node to the other nodes in the network. Similar to our approach, path-constrained random walk method is a supervised method, which first calculates random walk similarity along different paths, and then assigns different weights to different paths by learning with provided examples. We also use random walk features along different paths as part of our meta-path-based feature space. In order to have a fair competition, we use the same set of random walk features in both our approach and path-constrained random walk, and also we use the same training dataset and learning method as well.

\textbf{5.5.2 Measure as Classification Problem}

We first compare our method with path-constrained random walk by modeling citation prediction as a classification problem. Considering the sparseness of citation relations on the entire search space, we first generate a biased sample on \textit{(paper, paper)} search space as defined in the previous section. In the biased sampled data, we have 45% positive labels, \textit{i.e.}, paper pairs which actually define citation relations, and 55% negative labels, \textit{i.e.}, paper pairs which do not possess citation relations. In order to measure the prediction accuracy, we use 5-fold cross-validation to assess the quality of each method. The average precision on training and test datasets can be found as follows:

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Performance using Classification measures}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
Methods & Precision & Training & Test \\
\hline
Trained Random Walk & 0.7168 & 0.6691 \\
Our Method & 0.7555 & 0.7533 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
Table 5.2: Performance as Query Processing on DBLP Network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prec@10</td>
<td>prec@20</td>
<td>recall@50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trained rw</td>
<td>0.2000</td>
<td>0.1250</td>
<td>0.1483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pp</td>
<td>0.1833</td>
<td>0.1333</td>
<td>0.1567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o bucket</td>
<td>0.2333</td>
<td>0.1333</td>
<td>0.2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bucket</td>
<td>0.2333</td>
<td>0.1417</td>
<td>0.2533</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 5.1, our method outperforms path-constrained random walk in both training set and test set. Both approaches are trained using the same dataset with the same learning method. Compared with path-constrained random walk approach, our method has a larger and more comprehensive hybrid feature space, which contains both meta-path-based features as well as numerical features on target paper candidates. By generating features from a uniform meta-path-based feature space, our approach is capable of capturing more information from the sampled dataset and improves the average precision in training data by 4% and increases average precision in test data by 8.4%.

5.5.3 Measure as Query Problem

Measuring citation prediction as classification simplifies the problem. During biased sampling, we reduced the search space, so both methods can achieve high precisions. However, if we model citation prediction as query problem, i.e., given a paper with author(s), target publication venue(s), abstract as well as publication time stamp, one approach should return a list of previous publications ranked by the probability of being cited by the query paper, the citation prediction problem becomes citation query processing. This problem is a much more difficult than classification, simply because the search space for possible citation paper candidates becomes all the papers in the DBLP information network. In this experiment, we test our approach along with the two link prediction problems by experimenting citation prediction as query processing problem.

Path-constrained random walk and our approach are both supervised, so training datasets need to be generated first before query processing. We randomly partition paper node space in the DBLP information network into five folds. We use four folds as training set, and the rest as test. In this way, we can make sure that, during query processing, all test query nodes are new to all the
ranking models, since we are testing both supervised and unsupervised methods. While searching for citation relations for an unseen paper query during testing, we should search the entire network instead of only within test set, which means, if one approach can find a paper in training dataset, which is cited by the citation query paper, this counts as a hit.

In our approach, we first build discriminative term buckets using training dataset, and then add test papers into the buckets by applying term expansion technique. While generating training dataset, we only focus on positive links and negative links within the same term bucket. While answering queries, very similarly, we only search the term buckets which contain the query paper instead of searching the entire DBLP information network. We use the biased random sampling technique to generate training dataset for the path-constrained random walk approach, and during query answering, the ranking model learned by path-constrained random walk searches the entire network for possible citation relations. Personalized PageRank does not require training, so this approach simply calculates similarity score between the query paper and all other papers using the DBLP network structure, i.e., along paper-venue links, paper-term links as well as paper-author links, and return papers with the highest similarity as the query results. To further demonstrate the power of the discriminative term bucketing technique, we add another competitor method, which uses the same feature space as our method, but searches the entire paper set in the DBLP information network. To distinguish these two methods, we call our method meta-path-based citation prediction framework with discriminative term bucketing (denoted as bucket in tables and figures), and we refer the new competitor method as meta-path-based citation prediction framework without term bucketing (denoted as w/o bucket in tables and figures).

We randomly pick 19 query papers from the test set, and divide them into three groups based on the number of citation relations associated with them. Group 1 contains 6 papers, each of which cites less than 20 papers, group 2 contains 7 papers, each of which cites 20 to 30 papers, and group 3 has 6 papers, each of which cites more than 30 papers. The query processing performance results can be found in Table 5.2, Figures 5.1(a), Figure 5.1(b) and Figure 5.1(c).

We use three query processing measures to evaluate the performance of each method, which are precision at top 10 query results, precision at top 20 query results and recall at top 50 query results, denoted as prec@10, prec@20 and recall@50, respectively. Based on these measurements,
one can notice that, our methods can find more citation relations than link prediction methods in general. For example, our methods improve recall@50 by 10% in query group 1 compared with link prediction methods, and also increase prec@10 by 7 – 8% in query group 3. Discriminative term bucketing technique helps our method reduce search space by around 40% on average. As we can see in Figures 5.1(a), 5.1(b) and 5.1(c) by eliminating irrelevant citation candidates, meta-path-based prediction model with bucketing outperforms the one searches the entire publication network. Another interesting observation is, personalized PageRank gives a relatively better performance than path-constrained random walk method. The reason is, in path-constrained random walk training process, we only use short meta-paths (length up to 3), so path-constrained random walk model is only able to reach its neighbors which are three steps away from the queries nodes, while personalized PageRank can reach all possible papers on the network since the calculation does not stop until similarity vector converges. This proves our observation in Section 5.1 which is citation relations does not have high locality as other links, and cited papers can be from anywhere in the DBLP information network.

We also use precision-recall plot to demonstrate a more comprehensive comparison of these four different methods in Figure 5.1(d). Based on this plot, we can conclude that meta-path-based prediction model with bucketing gives a good performance overall. The precision of this method can achieve almost 70% when the recall is low (e.g., when we only need top-1 or 2 results). While at the same recall level, link prediction methods can only achieve precision level around 30%. However, the meta-path-based precision model without bucketing outperforms our method when the recall is around 5%, which suggests that only search citation paper candidates within the same buckets as query paper still loses chances of finding citation relations with low document similarity correlation of the query papers (bucketing can only capture 90% citation relations).

5.5.4 Parameter Turning and Time Complexity

As discussed in Section 5.2 mutual information threshold $MI$ controls the size of the entire term bucket set. The lower this threshold is, the more terms and related papers can be introduced into each bucket. If this threshold is too low, the effect of search space reduction of the term bucketing will disappear, which will increase query processing time. On the other hand, if the
mutual information threshold $MI$ is too high, the number of papers in each bucket will reduce which can break potential citation relations and reduce the performance of the framework. We here study the relationship between mutual information threshold $MI$ and the number of citation relations preserved in term buckets. From Figure 5.1(e), we can see that, with the increase of mutual information threshold, the number of citation relationship we can capture in term buckets decreases exponentially, and search space will be shrinking quickly as well. In our experiment, by parameter tuning, we choose 0.0003 as our mutual information threshold. Using this setting, discriminative term buckets can capture around 90\% of citation relations and reduce search space by around 40\%, which makes a good balance between the precision upper bound and the size of the search space.

We also studied query processing time using four different methods. In order to answer citation queries efficiently, we need to first train ranking models for supervised methods and calculate associated features off-line. On-line query processing time is related to a couple of factors. The first one is the number of features in the prediction model. The second is the size of the search space. We recorded the average query processing time for all four methods, and the result can be
found in Figure 5.1(f). From the plot we can see that, personalized PageRank is the most efficient method, and it takes less than 10 seconds to search through the entire network and generate citation relations given a citation query, the reason why this method is fast is because it only uses one feature, which is the personalized PageRank score calculated in the entire network. In both meta-path-based prediction methods, we have all together 16 features to process for each citation candidate. However, with discriminative term bucketing technique applying to our ranking model, we do not need to go through the entire DBLP information network anymore, so the query processing time is only around 20 seconds. The query processing time of meta-path-based prediction model without bucketing is 28 seconds which is significantly slower.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we propose the problem of citation prediction in the DBLP heterogeneous information network. We proposed a two-step approach to answer citation prediction queries effectively and efficiently. By building discriminative term buckets, our approach first eliminates irrelevant paper candidates, and reduces search space. Then we define a hybrid feature space to fully capture citation sensitive signals, which includes meta-path-based features and numerical features. By learning citation probability model within the reduced search space, we can define a citation prediction model using both citation probability and the number of common term buckets shared between query paper and citation candidate.

After learning the citation prediction model, given a query paper as input, our framework first assigns query paper to one or more term buckets, and then generates a set of citation paper candidates by merging papers from related buckets. Citation scores are calculated and assigned to the candidates.

Empirical study shows that our approach can find citation relations with much higher accuracy compared with traditional link prediction methods. Also, by comparing our method with a similar meta-path-based citation prediction approach without bucketing technique, we demonstrate the power of discriminative term bucketing technique, which can reduce search space and improve prediction precision at the same time.

Interesting future work includes citation prediction study on different information networks,
e.g., predicting retweet relations on Twitter, exploring new feature selection methods [18] [19], and meta-path-based feature space index technique to further improve the query processing efficiency.
Chapter 6

User-Guided Entity Similarity Search

6.1 Overview

Among different entity search problems in information networks, entity similarity search, which takes entities (nodes in the network) as examples in the query, and returns relevant entities by measuring similarity across the network, has gained more attentions due to its wide applicability in different domains. Previous studies on query answering in graphs or networks usually follow traditional learning-to-rank procedure and build ranking models by utilizing similarity measurements like Personalized PageRank [31, 63, 13] or SimRank [30]. Such studies usually focus on one specific search task, e.g., friends recommendation [71], or co-authorship prediction [58]. A unified entity similarity search framework, which can first understand the similarity semantic of the queries, and then select relevant ranking models to answer the queries, can provide better user experiences compared with vertical search engines. Moreover, users might prefer to express their similarity search requirements using examples rather than explicitly input search intents or look for specific vertical search engine applications. To build such a similarity semantic meaning aware search system, we need to first study the similarity semantic ambiguity problem in heterogeneous information networks.

Examples of similarity query ambiguity can be found in Figure 6.1. From these examples, one can tell similarity queries which share the same format can have different semantic meanings. Both Query 1 and Query 1’ aim to find authors similar to “Christos Faloutsos”, however, if we use the same ranking function to answer both queries, the results might not be satisfying. In Query 1, the hidden similarity semantic meaning is described by two similar entities “Jimeng Sun” and “Hanghang Tong”. Judged with human knowledge, both authors were frequent collaborators of Faloutsos. When users issue Query 1, they likely are looking for other collaborators of Faloutsos.
### Figure 6.1: Entity similarity search with examples

However, in Query 1’, users provide “Philip S. Yu” and “Jiawei Han” as similarity examples. In this scenario, users might be looking for other reputed data mining researchers similar to Faloutsos.

Similarly, although both Query 2 and Query 2’ are searching for movies similar to “the Dark Knight”, Based on the provided examples, one can tell that Query 2 are searching for Batman themed entities, while Query 2’ might be looking for movies with similar popularity and similar genre. We argue that a single ranking model cannot accommodate different similarity semantic meanings behind queries, and thus it can not resolve the query ambiguity problem. In order to find accurate search results for users, we need to first understand the hidden similarity semantic meanings of each query. Understanding search intents is an important task in text search engines [4], [22]. However, to the best of our knowledge, this problem has not been studied in heterogeneous networks before. In this study, we address the similarity ambiguity problem with a similarity semantic aware entity search framework, which first tries to understand the user intents behind the similarity queries, and then select related ranking models to generate final results.

The major contributions of this study are summarized as follows:

- We study the similarity query ambiguity problem in heterogeneous information networks, and propose to use meta-path-based similarity feature space to interpret different similarity semantic meanings.
- We design entity ranking model ensemble and ranking model selection algorithm which can
choose semantically related ranking models for a given query.

- Empirical studies on DBLP and IMDb demonstrate the effectiveness of our unified search framework.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows, we first provide the problem definition in Section 6.2. We next review meta-path-based feature space feature selection and retrieval model learning in Section 6.3 and Section 6.4. The ranking model selection method is introduced in Section 6.5. Experiments and results are presented at the end of this chapter with discussions and conclusions.

### 6.2 Problem Definition

With the definitions and examples of heterogeneous information networks defined in Chapter 2, we now define the user-guided entity similarity search problem in heterogeneous information networks as follows:

**Definition 6.1 (User-Guided Entity Similarity Search)** Given a heterogeneous information network $G$, the entity similarity search problem is to find a list of entities similar to a query entity, $q$. To eliminate the query similarity ambiguity and better understand the query intent, users can also provide one or more example entities of the same type as user guidance. We denote such user provided similarity examples as $e_1, e_2, ..., e_m$.

One can notice that, a similarity semantic aware search engine should first understand the hidden meaning of a query $q$ and the examples $e_1, e_2, ..., e_m$, and then answer the query accordingly with the correct ranking models.

### 6.3 Meta-Path-Based Feature Space

In order to build a semantic meaning aware entity search framework, we first investigate the representation of different entity similarity semantic meanings.
With meta-paths and the meta-path compatible measurements defined in Chapter 2, a meta-path-based feature space $F$ can be represented as a Cartesian product of the two sets as follows:

$$F = P \times M$$

(6.1)

where $P$ is the set of possible meta-paths and $M$ is the set of possible meta-path-based measurements. Meta-paths represent and carry different similarity semantic meanings, while different measurements quantify the similarity using different methods. Combinations of meta-paths and meta-path-based measurements could be used to measure the similarity between two entities in a heterogeneous information network from different semantic perspectives.

In a heterogeneous network with a simple schema, it is possible to enumerate all possible meta-paths with a reasonable length constraint. However, when the network schema is more complicated, enumerating meta-paths could be very inefficient. In this work, we manually select a set of meta-paths when building the meta-path-based feature space. However, other feature selection method\[18\] or simply enumerate meta-paths can be used as well.

### 6.4 Similarity Semantic Meaning Aware Ranking Models

With the meta-path-based similarity feature space, we now have methods to represent different entity similarity semantic meanings, and with these features we can measure entity similarity from different semantic perspectives quantitatively.

#### 6.4.1 Ranking Model Definition

In order to learn a high quality ranking model for each similarity semantic meaning, instead of using the entire meta-path-based similarity feature space, we first apply feature selection process to generate a feature subspace which contains only features relevant to the target similarity semantic. We then build linear ranking models using the selected meta-path-based features, and learn the parameters using training datasets. We define the meta-path-based ranking model for similarity semantic meaning $i$ as follows:

$$S_i(q, r) = \sum_{f \in F^*} f(q, r) \cdot \theta_f$$

(6.2)
where $F^*$ is a selected subset of meta-path-based feature space, $q$ is the query entity while $r$ is a search result candidate, and $\theta_f$ is the coefficient associated with each feature $f$ in $F^*$. With this ranking model, similarity semantics hidden in the training dataset can be captured and represented by a set of meta-path-based features. Coefficients associated with features indicate the importance and expressiveness of each feature in terms of describing the target similarity semantics.

### 6.4.2 Training Dataset and Feature Selection

In order to conduct feature selection and ranking model training, we prepare the training datasets in this study following a per-query format, i.e., for each entity, we collect a number of labeled entities (both positive and negative) under the target similarity semantic meaning assumption.

The training dataset can be formalized as follows:

$$
D = (q_i, q_i^+, q_i^-), i = 1, \ldots, N
$$

(6.3)

where $q_i$ is the query entity, $q_i^+$ is a set of the positive examples representing the correct answers (relevant entities) to query $q_i$, while $q_i^-$ is a set of the negative examples representing the incorrect answers (irrelevant entities) to $q_i$ under the target similarity semantic meaning.

According to [17], information gain or entropy based feature selection metrics are not suitable for ranking problems. Based on this observation, we propose a feature selection method based on Kendall tau rank correlation coefficient [1].

Given a training dataset and a comprehensive meta-path-based feature space, for each query $q_i$ in the dataset, we first enumerate all positive and negative pairs by calculating $q_i^+ \times q_i^-$. High quality features should be able to rank positives before negatives. In order to rank two instances correctly, a feature $f$ should have $f(q_i, q_i^{+(m)}) > f(q_i, q_i^{-(n)})$ for a given query $q_i$ and a positive negative pair $(q_i^{+(m)}, q_i^{-(n)})$. Correctly ranked positive and negative pairs are denoted as concordant pairs for feature $f$, while incorrectly ranked pairs are denoted as the discordant pairs for feature $f$. Notice that, pairs which have $f(q_i, q_i^{+(m)}) = f(q_i, q_i^{-(n)})$ are neither concordant nor discordant.

Rather than using the Kendall tau rank coefficient to measure the correlation between the feature and the training dataset, we propose to use concordant and discordant ratio to rank features. By calculating similarities between all possible entities with one meta-path-base feature, we can
generate a similarity matrix. The similarity matrices for different features may have different densities. In general, Kendall tau ranking coefficient favors features with denser similarity matrices, which does not necessarily indicate high feature quality. Concordant and discordant ratio does not have such bias. By adding concordant and discordant ratios together, we can define the correlation between a meta-path-based feature \( f \) and training dataset \( D \) as follows:

\[
\text{rank_corr}(f, D) = \sum_{q \in D} \frac{\text{concordant}(q, f) + 1}{\text{discordant}(q, f) + 1}
\]  

(6.4)

After calculating the ranking correlation of each feature and the training dataset, we employ an entropy based histogram thresholding method to select features. More details can be found in [14].

### 6.4.3 Ranking Model Learning

In order to estimate the parameters in Equation 6.2, we use a similar objective function as proposed in [38]. The objective function is defined as follows:

\[
O(\theta) = \sum_{i=1,\ldots,N} o_i(\theta)
\]  

(6.5)

where \( o_i(\theta) \) is per-query objective function, measuring the performance of ranking model on each query \( q_i \). Per-query objective function \( o_i(\theta) \) is defined as log-likelihood function for all positive and negative instances related to \( q_i \):

\[
o_i(\theta) = \sum_{e^+ \in q_i^+} \frac{\ln(p_i(e^+))}{|q_i^+|} + \sum_{e^- \in q_i^-} \frac{\ln(1 - p_i(e^-))}{|q_i^-|}
\]  

(6.6)

where \( p_i(e) = \sigma(S_i(q, e)) \) and \( \sigma(x) \) is the sigmoid function. Potential bias due to an unequal number of positive and negative instances is resolved by normalizing with the number of positive instances and negative instances so that their impacts on the objective function will be balanced. Equation 6.5, the objective function, is a sum over all queries in the training dataset. By maximizing this function, a linear combination ranking model can be learned with a standard optimization method. We use Broyden Fletcher Goldfarb Shanno (BFGS) method in our experiments for optimization.
6.5 Ranking Models Selection

With the method introduced in last section, for each similarity semantic meaning, with sufficient training data, we can learn a ranking model. Each ranking model can answer similarity queries independently under the assumption of certain similarity semantic meaning. Given a query, we need to first select the related ranking models. With the related models, search results can be calculated accordingly. To select related ranking models given a query, we need to first understand the hidden semantic meaning of the given query. In this section, we introduce the model selection method given query \( q \) and similarity examples \( e_1, e_2, ..., e_m \).

Given a query \( q \) and similarity examples \( e_1, e_2, ..., e_m \), we need to find the related models from a set of ranking models learned in Section 6.4. In this study, we assume all ranking models are independent from each other, and one query can be matched to 0, 1 or more than 1 ranking models. If 0 models can be found, we inform users that the current system cannot understand the query. If 1 or more models can be found, we use these models to answer the query independently and return the search results from each model to the users.

Based on the above discussion, we can model the ranking model selection problem as a set of two-class classification problem. For each ranking model, we use a classifier to determine whether a given query with similarity examples is a match. We employ a method similar to logistic regression for such classification task as follows:

\[
Pr(match = 1|q, S_i; \theta) = \frac{e^z}{e^z + 1}
\]

where \( z = \Sigma_{e_i} \Sigma_{f \in F} \theta_f \cdot f(q, e_i) + b \). \( Pr(match = 1|q, S_i; \theta) \) is the probability that query \( q \) matches similarity semantic meaning \( S_i \). \( f \) is a meta-path-based similarity feature.

In order to learn the above classifier for each ranking model, we need to prepare training dataset for each semantic meaning. Intuitively, similar entity pairs with the target semantic meaning can be used as positive training examples, while dissimilar pairs can be used as negatives. To generate such dataset, we re-organize the dataset that used in ranking model training by result. For each result \( r \) in \( D \), positively related queries are collected and denoted as \( t^+_r \). “Positively related” means that under the target semantic meaning, \( r \) would be retrieved and ranked as a relevant entity for a
user input query $q$, i.e., $r \in q^+$. Similarly, we denote $t_r^-$ as queries which are negatively related to entity $r$. The model selection classifier should be able to distinguish $t_r^+$ and $t_r^-$ for a given $r$. Based on the re-organization, positive training examples are queries which can be used to retrieve the same entity as relevant search result, while negatives can not. Following this idea, for each result entity $r$, we sample positive training examples from $t_r^+ \times t_r^+$ and negatives from $t_r^+ \times t_r^-$. Formally, we define the training dataset as $D^T$ (Equation 6.8):

$$D^T = r_i^+, r_i^-, i = 1, \ldots, N$$

where $r^+ = t_i^+ \times t_i^+$ and $r^- = t_i^+ \times t_i^-.

With the training dataset for each semantic meaning, we learn the model selecting classifier as proposed in Equation 6.7 with MLE (Maximum Likelihood Estimation) in our experiments. With the ranking model selecting classifiers, given a query with examples from users, we can identify which ranking models are related to the query, and thus we can generate search results with the related ranking models. We call the collection of ranking model selecting classifiers query dispatcher as in Figure 6.5.1 because the purpose of the classifiers is to match the query to the correct ranking models.

6.5.1 Unified User-Guided Entity Similarity Search Framework

During the on-line query answering process, users provide similarity queries along with examples, aiming to find similar entities from a heterogeneous information network. As illustrated in Figure 6.5.1, a query with user guidance will first go through the query dispatcher, which contains a set of ranking model selecting classifiers. The classifiers will decide whether the represented ranking models are related to the given queries. After choosing related ranking models, we use each model to answer the query independently, and return the results as the final answer to the query.

6.6 Experiments

We test the proposed semantic meaning aware user-guided entity similarity search approach in this section. In order to demonstrate the existence of query semantic ambiguity problem, and the
effectiveness of the proposed approach in terms of understanding similarity semantic meanings and retrieve higher relevance entities, we apply our method along with several competitor methods on both DBLP network and IMDb network. The schema of the two networks can be found in Figure 2.1. Both datasets are collected from web-based applications. DBLP dataset that we used contains 5,000 authors, 464 publication venues (both conferences and journals), 382,519 papers, 16,798 terms, and IMDb network has 29,360 movies and TV Shows, 53,088 actors, 5,408 directors, 22,470 keywords and 28 different genres. We choose four entity types, which are author, publication venue, movie and actor, to test the user-guided entity similarity search performance against different methods, mostly because the search results of these entity types are easier to evaluate compared to entity types like paper or director. We define 18 different similarity search semantic meanings on these two networks. Besides the examples we introduced in Section 6.1, more similarity search semantic meaning examples can be found in Figure 6.3. From these examples, one can notice that entity similarity ambiguity problem is ubiquitous in heterogeneous information networks, and entity similarity queries can be hard to understand even for human beings without sufficient domain knowledge. However, by utilizing additional similar examples provided by user (user guidance), our approach can first infer entity similarity semantic meanings associated with given queries, and then choose corresponding ranking model(s) from ranking model ensemble to answer the queries accordingly.
6.6.1 Training Dataset and Feature Space

In order to build ranking models for similarity semantic meaning, we need to first collect training datasets in per-query format as described in Section 6.4.2, i.e., for each query, relevant and irrelevant results are collected as the positive and negative examples. User log is the major source for collecting training datasets in large-scale search systems for ranking model learning. Given our system is newly built, it is difficult for us to collect sufficient user logs. Instead, in the following experiments, we generate training datasets from previous published data mining results, by using well-known ground truth from public web services including DBLP and arnetminer etc, or by manually labeling. The quality and quantity of our training datasets are arguably sufficient for all the experiments, and we make sure the fairness of comparison by using the same training datasets when learning ranking models for different methods.

In order to interpret various entity search semantic meanings, as discussed in Section 6.3, a comprehensive meta-path-based feature space needs to be calculated before model learning. Based on Equation 6.1, feature space is a combination of meta-path set $P$ and meta-path compatible similarity / proximity measurements $M$. Meta-paths convey diverse similarity semantic meanings, while similarity measurements utilize different similarity heuristics. We enumerate valid meta-paths within length 6 and use this set as $P$. We implement PathSim, Personalized PageRank (denoted as p-PageRank), Random Walk, as well as SimRank as meta-path compatible measurements ($M$ as in Equation 6.1). One should notice that, due to the differences in measurement definitions, similarity measurements have different meta-path compatibility. For example, PathSim requires symmetric meta-paths, and p-PageRank can only be calculate along infinite paths (or paths which are long
enough to make p-PageRank converge). Moreover, meta-paths can be semantically insignificant, and similarity measurements calculated along such paths can hardly contribute anything to the model learning process. For example, meta-path \textit{movie-year-movie-year-movie} carries the exact same amount of information compared with meta-path \textit{movie-year-movie}. Considering such cases, when we calculate meta-path-based feature space $F$, we ignore invalid meta-path and measurement combinations and skip semantically insignificant meta-paths for efficiency consideration.

In the rest of this section, we study and present our experiments on similarity semantic meaning awareness, the expressiveness of a comprehensive meta-path-based feature space, as well as case studies on similarity ambiguity analysis.

### 6.6.2 Semantic Meaning Awareness Experiment

We first compare our similarity semantic meaning aware approach to regular information network learning-to-rank method. We define 18 different similarity semantic meanings over the entire dataset, and collect training datasets accordingly. In order to demonstrate the similarity semantic ambiguity problem, we incrementally add training datasets associated with different similarity semantic meanings into our system and the competitor system. Both systems utilize the entire meta-path-based feature space, use the same optimization method and objective function during ranking model learning, and take in the same amount of training data at each stage. The difference is at each stage, a new ranking model is trained and a model selecting classifier is learned accordingly in our system, while in the competitor system, the semantic meaning unaware learning-to-rank approach, combines new data and old data and learns one updated ranking model. Retrieval results evaluation is not trivial, since returned entities possess similarity semantic meanings and these entities belong to different domains. It requires a decent understanding of the domain to be able to judge the results. We invite people with such background to test our system. For each query, they assess the top 30 results with their judgment and evidence. To ensure the quality of the assessment, we allow the invited human judges to use the Internet to verify their labels.

We use Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG score), which is a widely used information retrieval evaluation metric considering both precision and recall, and precision-at-10 to evaluate the performances of the two systems. The results can be found in Figure 6.4.
During the experiments, to make a fair competition, we make sure that queries and related entities do not appear in any training datasets. Based on the experiments results, one can notice that, when there is only one semantic meaning in the training dataset, the performance of both systems are exactly the same. However, the newly proposed semantic meaning aware framework can retrieve more relevant results than the competitor system when the number of semantic meanings increases. For example, when all similarity semantic meanings added, our system can out perform competitor system significantly on movie queries and author queries. Even with only two semantic meanings, our system can increase the performance of regular learning-to-rank model by at least 50% measured with precision-at-10. Significant improvements can be observed in other entity types as well.

However, the improvement of our system is not linear with the number of semantic meanings increase, and it gives a very similar performance on publication venue and author entity when two semantic meanings are introduced into the systems. The explanation of such observation is that although we assume the semantic meanings are not correlated, in real-world, semantic meanings often do correlate. For example, one semantic meaning for author entities can be collaboration (as discussed in Section 6.1), with which users can search for collaborators of the target author, while another semantic meaning can be similar research interests. Clearly these two semantic meanings are correlated, since one major factor that collaborators decide to work together is due to their common research interests. When the correlation of semantic meanings in the system is high, improvement of our system will be less obvious.

The reason that our method defeats traditional learning-to-rank method is because our system is capable of capturing entity similarity semantic differences carried by the query with user guidance, while similarity semantic meaning unaware method can not utilize such information and treats all queries the same. This experiment proves the existence of the similarity semantic ambiguity problem in real-world heterogeneous information network datasets, showcases the ability of entity similarity query semantic understanding of the proposed system, and also demonstrates the importance of semantic meaning understanding in terms of improving the quality of the entity retrieval results.
6.6.3 Expressiveness of Meta-Path-based Feature Space

In order to learn semantic meaning aware ranking models and model selecting classifiers, we need an entity similarity semantic meaning representation. We claim the proposed meta-path-based feature space $F$ is such a representation because meta-paths are capable of interpreting a number of entity similarity semantic meanings, while meta-path compatible measurements can quantify the similarity between entities with different structure heuristics. A relatively comprehensive meta-path-based feature space should be more expressive in terms of representing different similarity semantic meanings than an incomplete or sampled similarity feature space. In this experiment, we will demonstrate the power of comprehensive meta-path-based feature space. In the previous experiment, entity similarity semantic meanings are fixed and known to all comparison methods. We will change either $P$ or $M$ in Equation 6.1 to reduce the completeness of feature space $F$, and test the quality of the retrieval results and the overall performance.

We first sample 50% meta-path set $P$ several times, and use the sampled meta-path sets to build similarity feature space, and apply the exact same learning-to-rank technique with the same amount of training datasets. We apply both the complete meta-path-based feature space and the sampled feature space on the proposed approaches, and evaluate the precision at each position in top 30 search results with IMDb dataset. The results can be found in Figure 6.5(a) and 6.5(b). From the results, one can notice that our proposed ranking system which utilizes the entire meta-
path set $P$ outperforms the ranking model with sampled meta-path set, by around 40% with movie queries and 50% with actor queries. The performance of top 3 to top 4 results of the ranking model with sampled meta-paths are reasonably good, but precision begins to drop dramatically for the rest of the results. The reason that a more comprehensive meta-path set can lead to better performance is very intuitive. Comprehensive meta-path set can interpret more similarity semantic meanings than sampled meta-path set.

We then sample meta-path compatible measurement set $M$, and we only use random walk as entity similarity measurement when building similarity feature space. We apply both the approach using the entire measurement set and the ranking model with only random walk similarity features on DBLP dataset, and similarly measure the precision at each position in the top 30 results returned by both methods. The results can be found in Figure 6.5(c) and 6.5(d). Very similar to the previous experiments, by using more meta-path compatible similarity measurements, our method outperforms the ranking model which only uses random walk as the similarity measurement. This means the meta-path-based similarity feature space is more expressive and can convey more information than traditional supervised random walk method. By aggregating different meta-paths and a number of similarity measurements, meta-path-based feature space makes representing entity similarity from different semantic aspects possible.

6.6.4 Similarity Ambiguity Case Study

After evaluating the semantic meaning aware entity search framework and demonstrate the power of meta-path-based similarity feature space, we apply meta-path-based model selecting classifiers on DBLP subset in order to demonstrate the significance of the similarity semantic understanding problem as well as the effectiveness of our proposed approach. To our best knowledge, similarity
semantic meaning understanding in heterogeneous information networks has not been studied previously, which makes it difficult to do quantitative evaluation. Therefore, we present two similarity semantic meaning case studies as follows:

**Case Study 6.1** Query: find authors similar to “ChengXiang Zhai”, taking “Jing Gao” as example. Both authors work in Computer Science Department, University of Illinois, at Urbana-Champaign. And they collaborated before. So given this query, user would be interested to find out other authors who also work in the same department and may have collaborations with the author in the query. Our method manages to capture this semantic meaning and returns other authors who collaborated with ChengXiang Zhai from the same institute as search results.

**Case Study 6.2** Query: find authors similar to “Stefano Lonardi”, taking “Spiros Papadimitriou” as example. Lonardi is an associate Professor in University of California, Riverside while Papadimitriou was a PhD student in Carnegie Mellon University. Both of them studied and published papers on “time-series” analysis which makes them share similar research topic. Our ranking model selecting method successfully matches this query to research topic similarity ranking model during query dispatching step.

Based on these experiments results, we can conclude that, meta-path-based ranking models give a significantly better performance than competitor methods. Examples that we show in this study on semantic meaning predicting demonstrate the common existence of this problem and the difficulty to solve this problem completely. With meta-path-based feature space and semantic meaning related training datasets, we manage to learn high quality ranking models and ranking model selecting classifiers which makes query processing and semantic meaning understanding on heterogeneous information network possible.

---

\[a\text{http://www.cs.uiuc.edu/\textasciitilde czhai/}\]
\[b\text{http://www.ews.uiuc.edu/\textasciitilde jinggao3/}\]
\[c\text{http://www.cs.ucr.edu/\textasciitilde stelo/}\]
\[d\text{http://www.cs.cmu.edu/\textasciitilde spapadim/}\]
6.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we address the problem of entity similarity query semantic meaning understanding and query processing in heterogeneous information networks. Meta-path-based feature space helps measure similarity from different aspects, which could benefit information network retrieval as well as other information network related applications. By learning ranking models for different semantic meanings and training a query dispatcher which can select correct ranking models based on the queries, our search framework first tries to understand the hidden user intents and the semantic meaning in a given query with user guidance, and then uses related ranking models to further answer the query by returning lists of similar entities.

Empirical study shows that our approach describes and interprets semantic meanings better than other meta-path-based methods. Examples and case studies in this work prove the significance of the semantic meaning understanding problem and the effectiveness of our method in terms of understanding user intents. Interesting future work includes, retrieval and semantic meaning prediction on multi-sourced heterogeneous information network, meta-path-based feature space scalability study, as well as, semantic meaning prediction on multi-typed queries.
Chapter 7

Related Work

This chapter reviews the studies related to entity recommendation and search in heterogeneous information networks.

7.1 Information Network Analysis

Heterogeneous information networks which contain multi-typed entities and links become ubiquitous with the rapid growth of web-based applications and services. Information network analysis and mining have gained wide attention in both academia and industry. Many researchers believe that the heterogeneity and rich-relation nature of such datasets make information networks better data representations in many domains and scenarios. A lot of information network mining and learning tasks have been done in the past couple of years, including clustering [60] [61], classification [32], and link prediction [69], etc. Studies regarding entity similarity measurements, as a fundamental technique, have been actively engaged in many research works as well [13] [59] [59]. Researchers also discovered that certain similarity measurements could be defined along paths in information network, and such path compatible measurements could capture different similarity semantic meanings and can be used in different applications [38] [59]. These works also motivated user-guided or personalized data mining and analysis with information networks [60] [75].

7.2 Recommender Systems

Recommender systems have received increasing attentions and have been actively studied in recent years due to the wide applications in e-commerce and other web services. Collaborative filtering techniques, which include neighbor-based approaches and model-based approaches, are popular and widely applied. Neighbor-based methods usually study similarity calculation functions among users
User-based collaborative filtering methods provide recommendation to target users by first finding similar users and then collecting and analyzing their ratings to further predict items that target users would be interested in. Similarly, item-based collaborative filtering methods take advantage of rating information of similar items.

Model-based collaborative filtering methods aim to fit user-item rating data into different models (Bayesian network, matrix factorization, or clustering models etc.), and use the learned models to recommend items to users. Matrix factorization techniques gain rising attention in both explicit and implicit feedback applications. Using low-rank approximation to represent user-item rating matrix suits the need of handling large-scale datasets. Many studies have been done using this technique to interpret different heuristics in user-item rating datasets. In [27], Hu et al. propose to model implicit feedback as positive and negative preferences with different confidence levels with a matrix factorization based-approach. Koren incorporates temporal information in matrix factorization models to further improve the recommendation quality.

Besides traditional recommender systems, researchers proposed hybrid approaches to incorporate both user-item rating dataset as well as other contextual information in different applications, including social network information, time information, etc. For example, researchers model trustworthiness or similarities of users when building recommendation models. As mentioned above, in [35], Koren proposed a time-aware collaborative filtering method that can effectively incorporate time information into collaborative filtering. Middleton et al. proposed to use ontological user profiling technique to build recommendation system. Notice that ontology is substantially different from the entity graph we employed in Chapter 4. An ontology usually summarizes the concept levels of certain domains, e.g., “text classification” is a subtopic of “machine learning”, and the sizes of the ontologies are usually small. Entity graph is built with real world entities. The size of entity graphs can be large-scale. Yu et al. introduced meta-path concept into hybrid recommender systems.

The proposed framework in Chapter 3 and 4 both belong to hybrid recommender system category. Different from previous works, the framework proposed in Chapter 3 utilizes relationship heterogeneity. We introduced a heterogeneous network view of the recommendation problem and discussed the connection between user preference propagation and measuring relevance between
users and items. We also proposed to build recommendation models at different granularity levels. The study introduced in Chapter 4 utilizes various features and heuristics generated from user click log from a commercial search engine and the Freebase entity graph. The proposed solution is designed to build recommender system for search engine users, and thus it can achieve more promising results compared with traditional recommendation methods.

7.3 CF-Based Hybrid Recommendation Models

As mentioned above, both studies in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 are collaborative filtering (CF) based hybrid recommendation models. As we know, collaborative filtering methods are the most popular recommendation techniques. These methods have seen wide applications in different systems and domains. Collaborative filtering techniques have been extensively studied from different perspectives as well [56] [25]. Among different techniques, matrix factorization based models [55, 34] are widely employed in many systems due to its good performance [36].

Recently studies on collaborative filtering turn to leveraging different types of external information so that the well-known data sparsity problem can be addressed and better recommendation performance can be achieved. Early studies utilized user and item information in collaborative filtering process. Such studies are called content-based collaborative filtering. For example, [49, 6] incorporated item or user profiles (e.g., user demographic information and item attributes) into collaborative filtering framework. These additional information complement the user rating data and such systems can usually generate high quality results.

In contrast to content-based information, utilizing knowledge extracted from relational data when building recommendation models are attracting increasingly interest. In particular, several works leveraged different social relationships in social network such as trust relationship [29] [44], friend relationship [23] [46], and user membership [76] to boost collaborative filtering results since these methods not only utilize target users’ ratings but also borrow information from their like-minded “neighbors”. Gu et al. [21] proposed to utilize graph Laplacian regularization to exploit both internal and external relational information from general item graphs and user graphs. Singh et al. [57] introduced a collective matrix factorization framework for learning multiple types of relational information simultaneously for collaborative filtering.
To our knowledge, most existing relationship-based collaborative filtering focus on extracting knowledge from single or multiple homogeneous network, i.e., networks with single type of nodes and links. Our works aim to leverage external knowledge extracted from heterogeneous information network for collaborative filtering boosting.

### 7.4 Citation Prediction

Early works about citation prediction [48] focuses on predicting the citation numbers of a given paper. They estimates the number of citation for each paper in each time epoch, and uses time series analysis technique for citation count prediction. Recently, [69] studied similar problem using machine learning technique. They trained a classifier based on several features of fundamental characteristics for the papers which are highly cited and predicted the popularity degree of each paper. In contrast, the problem we studied in Chapter 5 is more challenging than citation number prediction. Rather than estimating the count of citations for each paper, we aim to predict the citation relationships. In other words, we answer queries like which papers should cite a target paper, or which papers should be cited by a target paper. In fact, citation number prediction can be seen as a by-product of the proposed method in this paper, because as long as we can predict the citation relationship, it is straightforward to count the number of citations in each time epoch.

For search engines in networks, the similarity function defined on networks is the essential component to provide high quality answers. SimRank [30], P-PageRank (personalized PageRank) [31, 63, 13] and other extension works have been proposing new similarity functions in graphs and information network. Most of these functions are defined at a global level. Recently, [59] proposed a meta-path-based framework in defining the similarity measurements between two entities of the same type. However, they did not address the learning issue with this framework and how to incorporate topic / term similarity into the aforementioned framework.

[58] studied coauthor prediction, which attempts to predict the coauthor relationships in the future. However, the problem setting of coauthor prediction is simper than citation prediction. Coauthor prediction is a short term prediction problem. An author who published paper in 2011 is unlikely to become a coauthor of another author who published paper in 1960. In contrast, citation relationship does not have obvious time constraint. It is reasonable for a paper published in 2011
to cite another paper which was published in 1960. On the other hand, coauthor relationship has strong propagation property. For example, if author A and author B are coauthors, author B and author C are coauthors, then the probability of author A and author C being coauthors is high. However, the propagation perpetuity might not hold in citation prediction problem. In a word, citation prediction is more challenging than coauthor prediction or other similar link prediction problems. Our proposed framework in Chapter 5 considers both topic/term similarity and structural similarity and properties of paper entities. The proposed method achieves good performance in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.

7.5 Entity Search in Information Networks

In order to build an entity similarity search engine for heterogeneous information network data, it is critical to study the existing entity similarity functions. SimRank [30] is a well-known entity similarity function defined on networks. This method measures similarity between entities based on the intuition that entities are similar if they are connected to other similar entities. Due to the fact that SimRank is a global similarity function, the high computational cost makes it difficult to be implemented in large-scale. P-PageRank (personalized PageRank) [31, 63, 13] evaluates the probability of a given entity to other entities in the network with a stochastic process (random walk with restart), and thus it can be used to measure entity similarities in network structures. Other extensions such as ObjectRank [5] try to assign different weights to different relation types in a heterogeneous network. However, these similarity ranking functions are defined with specific similarity semantic meanings, which makes it difficult to incorporate user guidance and preferences into the search process.

On the other line, learning-to-rank approaches in network or graph datasets are frequently studied in the machine learning community [3, 2]. Different from the fixed ranking functions listed above, users can provide training samples as ordered pairs or lists during model training, and these methods will return ranking functions which has a low inconsistent rate with the labeled data and a high consistency with the graph structures. These studies can be applied to both global ranking problems and query-based ranking problems in information networks.

Recently, path-constrained random walk-based algorithms are proposed in [38, 37], which allows
us to calculate entity similarities at path level. Such works often incorporate user participation during training and feature construction. The idea behind these algorithms is that different paths can be used to represent different semantics. For a given ranking task, paths utilized in the framework may have different importances for the specific task. Authors usually use single similarity measurement in such studies, e.g., random walk, and the search tasks are often pre-defined, e.g., reference recommendation, or co-authorship prediction.

In [59, 58], the authors proposed a meta-path-based framework to define entity similarity measurements between entities of the same type. However, they did not address the learning problems for different query tasks, and they assume all queries are well-explained with no ambiguity.

Several studies in this thesis utilize a similar meta-path-based feature space as introduced above. Features are used differently in different studies. In recommendation, we use the meta-path or path-constraint definition to study user preference propagation, while in search studies, we build meta-path-based feature space by combining meta-path set with different similarity measurements to further define ranking scores for different tasks.

Recently, query intent understanding and classification studies have drawn more attentions in both academia and industry. As discussed before, if a search engine can not correctly interpret the semantic meaning hidden in the queries, the retrieval results from this search engine can be unsatisfying. In [39], the authors propose to use click graphs to improve the quality of the query intent classifier. By combining query features along with click information, the proposed approach generates a click graph and further optimizes the click-through performance of the search engines. Hu et al. studied how to understand users’ query intents with knowledge from Wikipedia in [26]. Ashkan et al. also demonstrated the performance improvement in traditional text search engines measured by click-through rate after adding a query intent classification feature in [4]. Based on our study in Chapter 6, we demonstrated that query ambiguity issues exist not only in text search engines but also in heterogeneous information network related search problems. Without understanding the meaning of the queries, it is difficult for any system to provide high quality search results. Our study addressed the ambiguity issue within a entity similarity search framework. More studies along the line of understanding user intents in heterogeneous network search problems are needed to generate high quality search results for different search tasks.
Chapter 8

Conclusions and Research Frontiers

In this thesis, I have studied entity recommendation and search problems in heterogeneous information networks. The proposed techniques can help users explore heterogeneous network datasets and facilitate their information discovery process. Previous studies on entity recommendation and search problems mostly treat the available data as two dimensional matrices or homogeneous graphs. The heterogeneous network view proposed in this thesis can be used to better model real-world information retrieval scenarios. Incorporating heterogeneous information networks into recommender systems and search engines not only improves the quality of the results, but also introduces new research topics into the data mining and information retrieval communities.

8.1 Conclusion

The major contributions of this thesis are summarized in the following aspects:

- **Heterogeneous Network View of Entity Recommendation and Search.** This thesis re-examined entity recommendation and search from the heterogeneous network perspective. Chapter 3 introduced to use user preference propagation technique to represent users and items under different semantics. Chapter 4 utilized an entity graph to bridge the gap of search and recommendation. Chapter 5 and 6 studied different search problems with the help of relationship heterogeneity. The heterogeneous network perspective motivated new methodologies in these studies.

- **Network Mining at a Fine Granularity.** Data mining in networks has been evolving in the past decade. From homogeneous networks to multi-homogeneous network projections, to heterogeneous networks, each evolution iteration introduces new problems, research principles
and methodologies. Sun et al. distinguished entity relationship types at a global level in heterogeneous networks in several previous studies [59, 58]. Chapter 3 and 4 propose to examine heterogeneous relationships at personalized level. Personalized heterogeneous relationship-based recommendation models illustrate user preferences at a finer granularity, which leads to good understanding of user behaviors and provides better user experiences.

- **Connection to Real-World Applications.** Entity recommendation and search problems have been widely applied in different domains. The studies included in this thesis not only address new research issues and propose effective methodologies but also examine the methods with real-world data and applications. Chapter 4 utilizes heterogeneous network mining principles with large-scale search engine data and proposes innovating features for commercial search engines. Chapter 5 applies topic and network techniques in citation prediction problem with DBLP dataset, which can benefits researchers from different disciplines. The connection between this thesis and real-world applications demonstrate the utility of the studies.

8.2 Research Frontiers

There are many interesting directions of future work along the line of entity recommendation and search in heterogeneous information networks. Based on the studies included in this thesis, I present several possible future work from the following aspects.

8.2.1 Serendipity-Oriented Recommendation

A few previous studies pointed out that serendipity is a desired feature in recommender systems [16, 52]. McNee et al. pointed out that sometimes the most accurate recommendation according to the standard metrics are not the most useful results to users. Recent studies begin to utilize different metrics when evaluating the quality of the recommender systems [7, 77]. In this thesis, the proposed models are optimized and evaluated based on accuracy. However, it is important to study serendipity-oriented recommendation methods in heterogeneous information network environment.

Compared with single source recommendation techniques, e.g., collaborative filtering or social network-based methods, heterogeneous network-based techniques have the potential to find more
recommendation candidates under different semantics due to the relationship heterogeneity. One possible way to promote serendipity in recommendation results is to assign serendipity scores to items in both training and evaluation. The serendipity score can be defined by collaborative filtering techniques, e.g., the higher support the recommendation results have, the lower serendipity score the items are assigned. When we are learning recommendation models with features from heterogeneous information networks, rather than optimizing accuracy directly, we can optimize the aforementioned serendipity score or a combination of serendipity score and accuracy. In this way, we can take advantage of the rich features in information networks and build serendipity-oriented recommendation models accordingly.

8.2.2 Unified Recommendation and Search in Heterogeneous Networks

The problem of entity recommendation and search in heterogeneous networks resemble each other. From the use case perspective, recommender systems measure similarity between user interests and potential entities, while entity search engines measure similarity between user queries and potential entities. From the optimization / evaluation perspective, both systems aim to generate a list of entities to satisfy users’ information needs. Based on the above observations, it is possible for us to unify the entity recommendation and search solutions into one system. The advantage of such studies is that the core techniques in both systems can be interchanged. The new findings in both disciplines can be used to improve the quality of the unified system.

In order to build a unified system for both entity recommendation and search, several possible solutions need to be explored. One possible solution is to convert the hidden user interests to queries and rely on the entity search engine to provide recommendation results. Another direction is to convert both recommendation and search problems to link prediction problem. By studying a generalized link prediction problem with constraints in heterogeneous information networks, we can provide results for both recommender systems and search engines accordingly.

8.2.3 Handling Various Networks during Recommendation and Search

The network data we used in this thesis are reliable knowledge bases in different domains with high precision (definitions can be found in Chapter 2). However, real-world information networks
may not follow the definition of the information networks in this thesis. Special considerations are needed when handling information network variations.

In our studies, we do not consider weights or probabilities on entity relationships. However, in certain real-world scenarios, e.g., newly constructed networks from text collections, networks may have weights associated with entity links to represent confidence or importance of the relationships. The studies included in this thesis treat all entity links the same, i.e., $weight = 1$, which makes these methods unsuitable when handling networks with different link weights. We need to study relationship weight compatible feature space or look for entity similarity or proximity measurements which can utilize link weights when building recommender systems or search engines.

Another problem with network data is privacy preservation. In heterogeneous networks, certain relationships could be privacy sensitive, e.g., social relationships. When handling such networks, privacy preservation becomes an very important issue. Including more entity relationships can potentially boost the quality of recommendation or search, but meanwhile, it makes the systems vulnerable for privacy attack. Good entity search engines and recommender systems should be able to identify such vulnerability and adjust the personalized recommendation results to preserve privacy when needed.
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